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Algae and award galas are not two
terms usually associated with one
another. However, two USU professors
were honored with Governor's Science
and Technology Medals in part for
their work with algal biofuels at a gala
in Salt Lake City on Jan. 10.
"We are both deeply honored to
receive this award," said Bruce Bugbee,
professor in USU's plants, soils, and ·
climate department and one of the
medal recipients. "We hope it elevates
the status of USU in the state and helps
us attract the most talented students
from around the nation."
·
Bugbee and Professor Byard Wood,
head of the mechanical and aerospace
engineering department, were awarded
partly in recognition of their efforts to
develop biofuels from algae. Algae can
produce oil much faster than soybeans
or canola. These algal oils can then be
converted into biodiesel fuel, Wood
said.
In addition to their work with bio-

fuels, Bugbee and Wood were selected
for their commitment to bettering
their communities and students, state
science adviser Tami Goetz said. Since
becoming the head of the mechanical
and aerospace engineering department,
Wood has helped double the number of
female undergraduates in the program.
Under his administration, Wood
said the number of undergraduates in
the program has increased by one third
- from 432 students to more than 600.
Goetz said the council also looked at
the achievements of Wood's students.
The governor's awards were given
specifically to Wood and Bugbee, but a
research team comprised of members
from various USU departments have
been working on the algal biofuel project since 2006, Wood said.
"The opportunity to participate
with my colleagues from all across
campus has been a most satisfying
and rewarding period of my 42-year
BRUCE BUGBEE AND BYARD WOOD recieved the
career," Wood said. "To witness the
Governor's Science and Technology J1edal for their work develfull integration of discipline and talent oping algae as an alternative fuel source. Photocourtesyof USU

See EXCEL,Page 3
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Studentsorganizeagainstnewrecreation
fees
BY STEVEKENT
news editor
As student elections draw near, a new
group on campus aims to get out the vote
against additions and increases to student fees.
Students from across the political spectrum
formed Students Against Academic Waste,
said Mikey Rodgerson, president of the USU
College Republicans.
The group's main focus for now is a new
campus recreation fee, Rodgerson said. The
fee will likely appear on the balJot in the student elections this spring and will pay for the
installation of artificial turf on the fields west
of the HPER Building and a new student recreation building.
"(We) felt like we've been abused in past
student fees - like the school has really
pushed them on us - and really felt like we
wanted to stand up and do something about
it," Rodgerson said.
Rodgerson said students he's spoken to
have complained about the athletics fee and
the Blue Goes Green fee.
"It feels like, as I've talked to students,
they have feltpushed around by one group or
another," Rodgerson said. "It feels like each fee
alienates a lot of people, but it only benefits a
few people."

The USU College Democrats are also part
per student per semester when the planned
of the SAAWcoalition. College Democrats
Aggie Recreation Center opens, Mikkelsen
President Laura Anderson said the club thinks
said. The projected fee amount doesn't take
there are better ways to use a new fee.
potential private donations into account and
"We feel like all of that money and our
therefore the fee may be lower if private donors ,,,......
student fees could go to something better, like
help pay to add to USU's recreational facilities.
perhaps giving tenure to a professor instead of
Students have felt the need for a new rec
a turf field," Anderson said.
center for roughly a decade, Mikkelsen said.
Rodgerson said SAAWis planning to reach
Students passed a similar proposal about 10
out to other clubs at the university by emailyears ago, he said, but the proposal did not
ing club presidents and by sponsoring campus
pass a vote by the state Legislature, which felt
events. The group is planning a protest dinthe center would create competition with local
ner on Feb. 1, which is open to all clubs and
businesses.
students and will feature sandwiches, posterKevin Kobe, director of campus recreation,
making and an arm wrestling competition
said the push for new facilities 10 years ago
between club representatives, Rodgerson said.
didn't get the results students wanted.
SAAWcoordinators plan to sponsor other
"What we got out of it was the second floor
events, Rodgerson said, but details will be
of the Fieldhouse, that little fitness center
announced later.
over there," Kobe said regarding the effort
If the proposed recreation fee passes a
to update recreational facilities 10 years ago.
vote by the Fee Board on Jan. 19, it will be
. "They're crawling on each other over there. It's
on the ballot in the student elections on Feb.
tight. It's dangerous, because you don't have
28 and March 1, said ASUSU President Erik
enough room for that many people."
•
Mikkelsen.
While the decision is ultimately up to the •
The proposed fee is $30 per student per
students, Kobe said campus recreation often
semester for two years and will increase to $75 has to turn students away because facilities
aren't sufficient to meet demand.
"It's like so many kids want to play in the •
sandbox that we want to make the sandbox as
big and as burly as possible, because it's going
to get hammered so much," Kobe said.
The installation of artificial turf wilJ let
more students use the fields adjacent to the
HPER Building, Kobe said. Artificial lighting and the possibility of snow removal will
increase the number of days the fields are
available, he added.

See FACILITIES,Page 3 .
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Huntsman drops out of presidential race
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. (AP) - Days
before the South Carolina primary, Jon
Huntsman dropped out of the presidential
race Monday and endorsed Mitt Romney for
the party's nomination, becoming the latest
Republican to call the GOP front-runner the
strongest candidate to beat the Democratic
incumbent.
"I believe it is now time for our party to
unite around the candidate best equipped
to defeat Barack Obama," Huntsman said
at a 1ews conference, his family by his
side. "Despite our differences and the space
between us on some of the issues, I believe
that candidate is Governor Mitt Romney."
The development added to the aura of
inevitability Romney has worked to create
in South Carolina and the race at large.
But Huntsman's departure and endorsement of Romney seemed unlikely to clarify
the overriding question of the Republican
campaign: Whether conservative voters could or would unify behind Rick
Santorum, Newt Gingrich or Rick Perry to
create a strong conservative challenger to
the former Massachusetts governor.
It also prompted at least one Perry backer
to urge the Texas governor to abandon his
bid in hopes of preventing conservative voters from dividing their support among several candidates and handing Romney a win.
"There are a lot of conservatives who
were happy to see him get in and now who
would be happy to see him get out," state
Sen. Larry Grooms, an early Perry supporter, said. "When conservatives have split in
the past, we end up nominating a moderate,
and that's not good for our party."
In South Carolina, the eventual impact of
the Huntsman endorsement is unclear.
He barely had a campaign organization
here and he was all but broke, with big
donors fleeing long ago. Huntsman, considered the moderate in the race because of his
support for civil unions and other positions
that don't sit well with the right flank, was
in the low single digits in polls.
But anyone who had planned to vote for

him is more likely to shift their votes to
Romney rather than one of his more conservative-rivals. Polls show Romney was most
often the second choice of Huntsman backers. Both candidates have emphasized their
business backgrounds and have espoused
socially moderate positions in a state where
social conservatives are an influential bloc.
Both also are Mormons.
"Certainly, it will help Gov. Romney here,
it's just not clear how much," said former
state Attorney General Henry McMaster. An
early Huntsman supporter, McMaster had
not committed to another candidate after
Huntsman's announcement.
Romney is leading in South Carolina
polls - followed by Gingrich with
Santorum and Texas Rep. Ron Paul fighting for third and Perry trailing - as the
front-runner pushes toward three straight
victories after winning both Iowa and New
Hampshire earlier this month. A South
Carolina triumph would give Romney significant momentum heading into next-up
Florida on Jan. 31, and he's banking on getting a boost from South Carolina Gov. Nikki
Haley and Arizona Sen. John McCain, winner of the 2008 primary in a state that has
voted for the eventual GOP since 1980.
With the primary looming Saturday,
Romney's rivals dismissed Huntsman's
endorsement.
"Moderates are backing moderates,"
Santorum, a former Pennsylvania senator,
said at a Columbia appearance. "No surprise
there."
Gingrich, the former House speaker
locked in a bitter battle with Romney, said
at an event in Myrtle Beach: "Why would
you want to nominate the guy who lost to
the guy who lost to Obama?"
Huntsman's endorsement comes just two
days after Santorum emerged as the consensus, if not unanimous, choice of a group
of national Christian political activists who
met over the weekend in a last-ditch effort
to rally conservatives.
In recent days, pressure has been

JON HUNTSMAN,

Republican presidential candidate and former Utah governor, accompanied by his
wife Mary Kaye Huntsman, announces he ended hrs campaign, Monday, Jan. 16 in Myrtle Beach, S.C. AP
photo

increasing on Perry, who registers in the
single digits in polls here, to leave the
race to allow South Carolina's influential
social conservatives to unify behind either
Santorum or Gingrich.
"It's important that we eventually consolidate this race," Santorum said Monday.
But he stopped short of adding his voice to
those suggesting Perry drop out, saying:
"That's up to the candidates themselves to
decide."
On Sunday, conservative author Eric
Metaxas indirectly suggested Perry should
quit the race while speaking at a packed
prayer breakfast in Myrtle Beach. The night
before he had tweeted: "Dear Gov. Perry: Do
the right thing for your country; endorse
Rick Santorum before the SC primary next
Saturday ...you'll wish you had."
Katon Dawson, Perry's South Carolina
chairman, resisted the idea that there was a
drumbeat for Perry to quit.

"I find it sort of offensive that some
Republicans would tell us they want to hand
pick the candidate before the election,"
Dawson said.
And Ralph Reed, founder of the national
Faith and Freedom Coalition, also said he
knew of no effort by the conservative leaders who met Saturday in Texas to urge Perry
to quit.
"I find it sort of offensive that some
Republicans would tell us they want to hand
pick the candidate before the election,"
Dawson said.
And Ralph Reed, founder of the national
Faith and Freedom Coalition, also said he
knew of no effort by the conservative leaders who met Saturday in Texas to urge Perry
to quit.
"We have never asked any candidate to
drop out of the race publicly or privately.
And we will not do so," Reed said.

Gymnastscoachtumblingtots

----------------------------------,

THE USU GYMNASTICS TEAM held a free gymnastics clinic for children 6-12 years old in the HPER Building on Jan. 14.The athletes helped children practice fundamental gymnastics skills on the
uneven bars, the balance beam and tumbling. Participants used the same equipment the gymnastics team uses during the hour-long clime. O£1..AYNE
LOCKEphoto
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amongst our students has been very exciting."
While no monetary award accompanies
the medals, these medals "are prestigious and
express peer recognition of accomplishment,"
Goetz said.
She said the high achievements of Wood's
current and former students reflect his expertise as an instructor.
Bugbee's achievements include having
mentored 32 graduate students and his work
with NASA resulted in more than $2.5 million
in research funding for USU, according to a
USU press release. Goetz said Bugbee's most
notable achievement is his "ability to translate
university experience into job creation."
Bugbee owns Apogee Instruments, a local
company that develops sensors for a variety of
uses. The company has a history of employing
USU graduates.
The State Advisory Council on Science and
Technology chose the 2011 award recipients
based on several criteria, such as years of
service, uniqueness of achievement and communit}' impact, Goetz said. The council, composed of experts in educational, governmental
and private sectors, has awarded medals to 11
scientists from these three sectors, she said.
Wood and Bue:beewere selected for recoe:-

nition in the academia category from among
42 candidates in the various categories. The
other categories included industry, government, education and a special recognition
award. The only other Utah university to be
represented at the event was the University
of Utah, which also had two professors win
medals.
According to the Utah's Governor's Office
of Economic Development website, the
University of Utah and USU were the only
universities to have faculty awarded for the
2009 and 2010 awards. In 2010, one faculty
member from each institution was awarded.
In 2009 the only two faculty members to be
awarded both came from USU.
"USU and the U of U typically dominate,"
Goetz said, "But I am working very hard to
increase awareness of the awards at other
institutions."
For the past 24 years, candidates for the
medals have been peer nominated and winners are announced every January.

- rouchellebrockman@gmail.com
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Campus Recreation: Current facilities don't meet demand
Scott Wamsley,assistant director of campus recreation, said the
department often has to turn away
intramural teams due to limited
field availability.
"Just this last fall, we had to turn
awayat least 24 intramural soccer
teams," Wamsleysaid. "At 15 players
per team, on average,you're looking
at 300-400 (playersturned away)
just in soccer,becausewe'vehad no
fields."
Wamsleysaid the turf will also
reduce the amount of effort Facilities
would need to expend to maintain
fields.
"We can't keep using the Quad,
or the Quad isn't going to be lush
and pretty like they want it to be,"
Wamsleysaid. "Yousend out 30
or 40 flag football teams or soccer
teams, and after a while it's just
going to take a beating. Wejust need
the space."
Rodgersonsaid students don't
need a new fee to meet their recreational needs.
"If we were able to keep our
money, then we'd be able to use it in
the local economy,in Loganitself,"
Rodgersonsaid. "Then we'd have
more opportunity to have different
things in the city to do. I feellike
entertainment would be better if it
just wasn't done by the school itself."
Mikkelsensaid the fee shouldn't
be seen as something imposed by
the Administration.
"The important thing to realize
about projects like this is it's not the
Administration trying to impose
fees on all the students and coming
down with an iron fist," Mikkelsen
said. "It's really students proposing

this for students, and then students
have a choicein whether or not to
accept it."
"If the students don't want it,
we'll just bag the wholeidea,"
Mikkelsensaid.
If the plan proposal is adopted,
the new facilitieswill be available
before students start paying the fees,
Mikkelsensaid. The artificial turf
will be installed beforethe $30 fee
is instituted, while the new recre-

ation center will be open to students
beforethe $75 fee takes effect,he
added.
Kobesaid many of the students
he talks to expressthe desire for new
facilities.
"Theyjust constantly are like,
'What is going on with the facilities
around here? These things are so
outdated and so ancient and why do
I have to work out next to my old
chemistry professorand see him in

the locker room?We want our own
place."'
Rodgersonsaid he hopes SAAW's
efforts will prompt students to think
about the fee beforevoting.
"Wehope peoplewon't just go
through and clickyes."

Briefs

Campus & Community

Playsexhibitstudent
talentsas performers

"An Eveningof One Acts,"plays
produced. directed and performed
- steve.kent@aggiemail.usu.edu by theater students in the Caine
Collegeof the Arts. will be showcased in the ChaseFine Art Center's
BlackBoxTheatre on USU'scampus
at 7:30 p.m. Jan. 23-28.
A one-act play is comparable to
a short film, where the entire story
is presented within a reduced time
frame. The one-act format is intended to provide an opportunity for several upcoming actors and directors
eooeto present their work to the public in
a single night.
"One-actplays require an intense
concentration from the actors
to present the piece in the time
allowed,"said Adrianne Moore. USU
Theatre Arts Department associate
professor."'Forthe advanced directing students, the one-act plays provide the opportunity to hone their
directing skills and present a short
work for public viewing."'

lftRe.-.g
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Museum examines
the life of pirates

THE PROPOSED CAMPUS RECREATION FEE is planned to pay for new facilities next to the HPER Building.The
fields north of the building will be replaced by synthetic wrf, which campus recreation officialssay will be easier to maintain.
Students Against Academic Waste, a new organization on campus, say a new fee 1s unnecessary. Photocourtesyof campusrecreation

Be our guest

USUdelves into the world of
pirates at its first "Saturdays at the
Museum" activity of the new year.
Activities are provided Saturday,
Jan. 21, from IO a.m. to 4 p.m. at
the museum.
Visitors are invited to make
their own pirate accessories,
including a sword, eye-patch,hat
and miniature pirate ship. Posters
detailing history's most famous
pirates, like Blackbeardand Francis
Drake, will be on display, as well
as a poster on piracy in the modern world. Patrons can also view
a video presentation, available
throughout the day, which addresses common myths about what life
was like as a pirate.
"Pirates have always been an
over-romanticizedpiece of history,
especiallywith the recent 'Pirates
of the Caribbean' movies,"said
JessicaSwift, a Saturdays program
coordinator, "The goal of this
Saturday is to show how a pirate's
life really was and how the lives of
preindustrial pirates differed from
those of modern pirates."
Community members, as well
as Utah State students, can visit
the museum during its operating
hours, Mondaythrough Friday,8
a.m. to 5 p.m., and Saturdays from
IO a.m. to 4 p.m.
For more information about the
event, call museum staff at (435)
797-7545or visit the museum website at anthromuseum.usu.edu.

Center recieves
agriculture grant

THE CHILD AND FAMILY SUPPORT CENTER invited princesses of all ages to enjoy activities during a fundra1ser for the center Jan. I ◄. Activities includLOCKEphoto
ed decorate-your-own tutu, a make-and-take bracelet, princess-themed games and photos with fairy-tale characters. DELAYNE

PoZiceBlotter

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

Saturday,Jan.7

Monday,Jan.9

• USUPolicerespondedto a property damage
incident.A snow plowdamagedpart of a building

• USUPolicerespondedto a traffic control incident at the TSCturnabout. Policedirected traffic

nextto the northendwne ofRomneyStadium.

whilea towtruckremoveda broken-down
bus

Hall.Housingofficialswerecleaningouta storage

from the turnabout.

room in the basementand believeddust set off the
alarm.

• An anonymous,concernedstudent reported
that another student was going to try and sneak
a non-student into the basketballgame on Jan. 7.
The information was gatheredand passed on to
the proper personnel.

• USUPolicecollectedand destroyed33.6lbs. of
drugs that were turned into the drug drop box.
• USUPolicemade contact with individualshanding out flyersnear the TSCwithout the university'spermission.

Hall. The alarm was caused by a housing facility
workercreating dust with powertools.
• USUPoliceresponded to a fire alarm in Moen

• USUPolicerespondedto an intrusion alarm at
the SpaceDynamicsLab.The alarm was set off by
employeesworkingin a communicationsroom.
Thursday,Jan. 12

Sunday,Jan. 8
Wednesday,Jan. 11

• USUPolicerespondedto the area betweenOld
Main and Widtsoeon a report of a waterleak.
USUPolicefound that a water main in the grass
area near the sculpture north of Old Main was
broken. USUFacilitieswas contactedto resolve
the problem.

• USUPolicewere asked to respond to a coupleof
solicitorsnear the TSCfountain area. Contactwas
made and the individualswere told they would
need to get authorizationfrom schoolofficials
beforethey could solicit.
• USUPolicerespondedto a fire alarm in Jones

• USUPolicerespondedas part of the LoganCity
SWATteam to an address in Loganto serve a
search warrant.

•>Compiled

The WesternSustainable
AgricultureResearch& Education
(SARE)Centerat Utah State
Universityreachedits goal in receiving a researchgrant totalingmore ,.
than $3 millionfrom the United
StatesDepartmentof Agriculture
SAREfund in earlyJanuary. SARE
also gaveUSUExtensiona grant
worth more than $1 million,marking
the fourth straight year that the cooperationhas receiveda grant exceeding
the $1 millionmark. Projectsthat the
grants fund can last up to fiveyears.
"Wealwaysfeelgood whenwe
pass the test and get a new allotment
of money,"said Phil Rasmussen,
WesternSARECenterdirector. "We
try to do these things right."
The funds havebeen used for a
varietyof things. For three years,
USUassociateprofessorBrentBlack
benefittedfrom a portion of the grant
to focuson developingfruit and vegetablesystemssuited to high tunnel
productionin the high-elevation,
arid lntermountainWest.Successful
systemsweredevelopedfor lettuce,
tomato,squashand strawberryproduction.

ClarifyCorrect
ThepolicyofThe UtahStatesmanis
to correctany error madeas soonas
possible.If youfind somethingyou
wouldlikeclarifiedor find in error,
pleasecontactthe editorat 797-1742,
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu
or
comein to TSCl05.

by Catherine Bennett
~Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Findingspiritualitythroughshamanism
shamanicbdief.
Accordingto the siteNative
AmericanShamanism,the practiceis
a systemfor psychic,emotionaland
In this fast-pacedworld,many seek
spiritualhealingand for exploration,
deeperpeacethrough spirituality,
discoveryand knowledgegathering
meditationand religiousdevotion.For
aboutnon-materialworldsand states
some,a courseon shamanismoffered
of mind.
by the anthropologydepartmentcan
YaliSzulanski,co-founderof Sacred
expandspiritualknowledge.
Warrior,a boxing,training and healBonnieGlass-Coffin,an anthropoling philosophy,said that shamanism
ogyprofessor,teachessuchcourses,
foundher.
includingculturalanthropology,spirit
"AsI grow,I readilylearnto accept
and health,and shamanism.
and embracethe connectionto the
Glass-Coffinsaid a surveywas
• spiritualworld,"she said.
taken by the HigherEducation
Szulanskisaid her journeyto shaResearchInstitute (HERi)in 2004
manismbeganwhenshe was 5 years
in whichfreshmenfrom publicand
old and she had recurringdreams in
privateinstitutionswereaskedif they
whichspirits cameto warn her of the
werereligiousor spiritualand if they
voidthat wouldbe left in her life from
consideredthis aspectto be a signifiher father'slater disappearance.
cant part of their lives.
"It was,at sucha youngage,a
Four out of fivestudentsand
frighteningand disturbingideaand
facultydescribedthemselvesas either
set of imagesto be livingeachnight,"
spiritualor religious.
Szulanskisaid."ButI beganto under"Somehowit's not OKto accept
stand the messagesas thingsin my
spirituality,"Glass-Coffinsaid."It'sa
lifeshifted,and other suchrecurring
historicalartifact.Moststudentswant THE ANTHROPOLOGY PROGRAM now offers acourse on spirituality and shamanstic rituals. Professor Bonnie
communicationscameto fruition."
Glass-Coffin said she wanted to teach the class to break barriers between spirituality and education. She said having spiritual
morediscussionon spirituality."
Szulanskisaid she has had communiexperiences is the best way to learn. DELAYNE
LOCKEphoto
Shesaid the conceptofliberal
cationswith spiritsaroundbirths and
toughtis aboutengagingin a plurality Glass-Coffinsaid the shamanism
deathsin her family,as wellas shifting
minds - that is not beingmet by
Genderlectureserieson womenand
of ideas,whichis another reasonshe
eventson a globalscale.
courseis an experiment,but she is pas- someof their classes,"Glass-Coffin
spirituality.
teachesthe coursein a participatory
Shesaid she beganto practicemore
sionatein allowingstudentsto experi- said.
She said spirituality.ii"anawakenway.
encespiritualityin the classroom.
Sheinvitesany facultyand profesing to the spirit within,an acceptance than four yearsagowhen she began
"Whenyou'redoinga classabout
to explorethe helpand healingof
Shesaid the reasonshe does this is to
sionalinstructorsinterestedin these
of all life'schallenges,the paradoxof
worldreligion,you havethe sacred
spiritualteachersand otherswho have
challengethe paradigmused in higher issuesto forma learningcommunity
surrender and action:choosingnot
booksof those traditions,"she said.
had experienceswith shamanism.
educationto discussionsthat involve
wherethey will begin exploringthe
to be a victim,an activeengagement
"Shamanismis a triballybased
But she said she doesn'tclaimto be
students'hearts as wellas their minds. ethicalconsiderationsfor having
with everydayexperience,empathy
orientationof experiencebetweenthe
a
shaman
herself,"I am still learning
Glass-Coffinsaid ~heread an article spiritualconversations.
and compassionfor others,leaving
spiritualand the divine.Thereare no
the intricaciesof this communication
froma bookwrittenby Mary Polin
The north Peruvianand central
footprintsfullylivingthe gift."
books,"shesaid,adding that the mod- titled "FindingCalcutta:Confronting Andeanbasedcurriculumforthe
and the delicatenature of the connecIn her presentation,Glass-Coffin
els used are from the natural world.
tion to the spiritualworld."
the SecularImperative,"that describes coursefollowsthe teachingsof healer
sharedthe ideaof Anyias a spiritual
''Ashaman is a man or a woman,
ToriCattanach,a seniormajoring
the greatrisk in academiaof sharing
lawas wellas a lawof nature:"It is at
and teacherOscarMiro-Quesada,
whois a healerand teacherwho
personaland spiritualphenomena.
who foundedthe Heart of the Healer
the heart of the principlethat underlies in politicalscience,decidedto take
carriesdeep culturalknowledgeand
Glass-Coffin's
shamanismclassthis
Accordingto Poplin,secularismin
the establishmentof trust and mutual
foundation.
passesthaf on and hef],s'his-orher
academiahas becomea hegemonic
Glass-CoffinquotedMiro-Quesada, connection/ she said. "Whenwe oper- semesterbecauseshe neededan eleccommunityi>¥:l"!eply
engagingin the
masternarrative,in other wordsan
saying,"Themost arduous,and the
ate in the fieldof Ayni,we toucha fre- tiveand foundshamanismto be very
unseenworld- the worldof spirit,"
overpoweringrhetoricthat limits free
most importantjourneyone willever
quencythat allowsfor the possibilityof interesting.
Glass-Coffinsaid.
"I\•ethoughtaboutshamanism
flowof spirituallybasedideas.
take is t~e 17-inchjourneyfromhead
deep connectionand nourishment,as
Shewas exposedto the realmof
"Thereis an interestin exploring
to heart.
wellas the possibilityfor synchronicity and I just wantedto seewhat it wasall
shamanismwhenshe did a high school - givingstudentsthe opportunity
and miracles.''
Recently,Glass-Coffinwasa
•)See SPIRITUALITY,Page 6
exchangeprogram in Peru.
to engagetheir hearts as wellas their
keynotespeakerfor the Womenand
Anyiis a healingpracticein the

BYNATASHABODILY
assistantfeatureseditor

Weighingthecostsof an organicdiet
BYNADIAH JOHARI
staff writer
Membersof the food community have
discussed the pros and cons of adopting an
organic diet. Somesay that the rise in price
is not worth the financial cost. Proponents of
organicfood say the diet has higher vitamins
and is less harmful than the conventionaldiet.
"Organicfood is now a federallymandated
program," said JenniferReeve,assistant professor of organic and sustainableagriculture.
She said organic farms have to be certified
and meet minimum standards, which include
generating fertility on farms with natural
materials such as manure and composts instead
of synthetic fertilizersand pesticides.
In order to be certified, a farm must make

more than $2,500 a year in growth. However,
farms that make less than that do not have
to be certified even though they can still be
referred to as organic farms, Reevesaid.
"Researchdoes point out to a general trend
that most organic farms have a lowerenvironmental footprint,'' she said.
Shealso said that researchhas been done
in a controlledsetting that sometimesorganic
foods do show up as having higher amounts of
vitamin C and antioxidants.
•Although some peopleare concernedabout
food-poisoningoutbreaks associatedwith animal manure used in producing organic food,
Reevesaid there is no evidencefor the case.
"I personallysuspect that there's ~ lot of fear
among the manufacturers of pesticidesand
farm chemicals,"she said.

SOME DEBATE WHETHER ORGANIC FOOD provides enough benefits for their heightened
cost. Some say organically processed foods have more vitamins and richer health benefits, but naysayers
argue there is not enough evidence to support these claims. Thinkstockphoto

"There'sa lot of fear that all these media
debates about organic food could hurt their
bottom line."
Reeveadded that all farms are made to be
incrediblycareful, especiallyif they are selling
fresh produce to ensure that food does not get
contaminated. Shesaid organic farming does
not allow the production of meat in horribly
confined condition. This is becausemost E.coli
and salmonellaoutbreaks are spread by meat.
BlakeThomas, a senior majoringin environmental studies, has been eating organic food for
the past five years.
"I eat it because of the practices that are
used when it's grown - as far as being more
sustainabletowardthe environment,"he said.
"Myfamilyeats vegetablesthat they grow
themselveson the land that Lheyhave."
Thomashas also seen benefits from eating
organic food, he said.
"What I noticed is I recognizethat there is a
psychologicalstandpoint to it where l feel more
confident in the fact that I'm eating foods that
were raised in a better environment,"he said.
"(Organicfood) givesme more energy,helps
with my studies, and I feel more alert, sharper
and more intelligent."
LaceyHerbst and KarmellaDolecheck,both
seniors majoringin animal and dairy science,
agreed, saying they do not think that organic
food is any different from conventionalfood.
"Asfar as benefits,I don't believethat
they'veactually proven that there are any
benefits,"Herbst said. "It's sin1plya marketing
ploy becausethey can charge money for their
product."
Dolechecksaid the USDAhas put out
information that there is no health difference
betweenconventionaland organic products that even organic farms are using organically
certified pesticides.
Although both Herbst and is not against
organic products, she is opposed to the marketing techniquesused to promote the products.
Dolecheckagreed.
"The thing that I'm against is when people
market organic in a way that makes conventional look bad," Dolechecksaid.
Herbst does not think that the higher price
of organic food is worth it. Herbst said that
since organic food is popular right now, the
price for the product is higher. Accordingto

her,organic farmers have to be certified and
in order to get those certifications,they have
to pay for it. Therefore,she said, organic food
consumersare not paying for better product.
Instead, they are paying for those certifications.
Dolecheck,who wrote a paper on organic
beef versus conventionalbeef,said that the only
differencebetweenboth products is howthe
animals are raised, which means they might
be housed differentlyand get differentkinds of
shots, but ultimately it is the same product that
is produced.
"I tried some organic milk and it had a little
bit better flavor becausethere's more fat in it,"
Herbst said. "There'smore fat in h because
fat is money and as an organic farmer,he can
charge more money for that extra fat to be in
there becauseit's more cost-worthyto him.
Whereas for a conventionalfarmer, it's actually
better for him to market that fat as butter or
cheesebecausehe makes more money for that."
Reevesaid some peopleare against the high
price of organic food and others feelthat the
organic industry might be falselypromoting
the benefits. She added that some traditional
farmers are defensivewhen they are told they
are farming the wrong waywhen they have
been doing it all their lives.
"For some people, those benefits are very
real, while for other peoplethey don't like the
impressionthat some of the articles written
about organic food might come acrossas
somewhatelitist,'' Reevesaid.
"Somepeoplemaybejust don't like it, because it
has becomeassociatedwith the environmental
movement,so you have the politicalelement as
well."
Reevesaid a lot of organic farmers come
from conservativefarm backgroundsand made
the transition to organic farming to help financially.This is because family farming has been
struggling for the last 30 years. Hence,she said,
organic is seen as an alternativeand diverse
market.
"That's why I don't quite understand why
some peoplestill get upset about this, because,
really,it doesn't hurt anyone and it's good,"
Reevesaid. "It's good for the economy,it's good
for the farmers and it's good for consumerswho
want the choice."
·

- nadiah.johari@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Students find spirituality in the classroom
about,"shesaid,addingthat she
expectsthe classand practice
willbe intense."We'relearning
to do actualrituals."
Tori'sbrother,Ian
Cattanach,a freshmanmajoring in philosophy,saidshamanism is a practiceof connecting
oneselfwith the spiritualrealm.
Bothstudentsare takingthe
coursethis semester.
"It'sall aboutgoinginto the
spiritualrealminsteadof the
physicalrealm that we'rein
rightnow,"Ian said.
For the class,students
purchaserocks,a featherand a
meditationmat, amongother
necessitiesfor the rituals.
Toriand Ian both said they
boughtsomeof their suppliesat
the DancingCranein SaltLake
City.The storeofferspottery,
candles,chimes,ethnicart,
incense,jewelryand clothing.
Torisaid she is taking the intro-

ductionto shamanismcourse
to obtaina broaderspiritual
knowledgebase.
"I liketo learn aboutdifferentreligionsand cultures,
and I think this oneis very
interesting,"she said. "It'sthe
mostancientreligion,"Tori
said.In ancienttimes,there
was a shamanin eachtribe who
heldthe roleas spiritualleader
and teacher.
In Glass-Coffin's
syllabus,studentsmust agreeto
certainconditions,including:
"I understandthat psychic
dismemberment,death and
rebirth are integralto shamanic
apprenticeshipand initiation.
In Glass-Coffin's
syllabus,
studentsmust agreeto certain
conditions,includingtaking
responsibilityfortheir own
participation.Shamanic
apprenticeship,she said, most
oftenrequiresa transforma-

tion in the waythat initiates
viewthemselvesin the world.
This is oftenreferredto as
"psychicdismemberment."In
her class,shewantsstudents
to be opento transformation
and asks them to agreeto hold
the instructorand UtahState
Universityharmlessfor any
"psychicdismemberment"or
personaldiscomfortthat occurs
as a resultof my particip,ation
in this course."
''I'm askingpeopleto take
that 17-inchjourneyfrom
bead to heart and be willingto
deeplyengagetheir own sense
of purpose,"Glass-Coffinsaid.
Studentsinterestedin
shamanism,spiritualityor the
conversationcan getin touch
with Glass-Coffinthrough her
emailat bglasscoffin@gmail.
com.
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- natashabodily@gmail.com

Steve, the RA gamer
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I have a confession, one
I have been hiding for some
time. You may judge, but
there is no sense in hiding the
truth any longer.
I have often dreamt of
actually being the lead role in
"Charles in Charge."
There, of course, are the
obvious reasons - I'd get a
decent actor's salary, an
increasingly catchy theme
song named after me and,
heck, who wouldn't want to
look like Scott Baio?
My main motive for this
longing goal of mine mainly
stems from my appreciation
of the oft-experienced antics
that can ensue when a young
man is hired on to care over
a household full of those
respectfully within range of his
own age - also my reasoning
for lobbying that "Daddy Day
Care" should have starred
Keenan and Kel, don't even
notion that it wouldn't have
been entertaining.
This is why I may have
been so adamantly excited
when I took on a job as a resident assistant for university
housing this school year.
My responsibilities were
simple - see to the safety of
72 residents, most of them
freshman, put on monthly
activities, post numerous
bulletin boards, learn and
enforce living policies, interact with each resident regularly, fill out paperwork for
all frequent actions, confirm
key numbers, instruct them
in how to act in the event of
a SARSbreakout and, oh yes,
make a conscious effort to
positively influence the very
mind and livelihood of each
student so they see the world
in a completely different way
and thus feel inspired to think
freely, "express" themselves
and want to make the world,
in all of its known anxiety, a
better place. Also some light
typing.
It wasn't long in my new
job that I learned two things.
First, it takes more than just
an aggressivelyworded letter

even a little bit kidding, "Oh,
that's for our newest card, the
wood gluer."
They have played spastically every night since, and
not a day has gone by that
someone hasn't invited me to
play. Each time I decline, they
get more persuasive - even
desperate. It's like their city
of gold, getting the man in
charge, the "Steve in Charge,"
if I may, to join in their new
jovial revolution.
One evening, Tyler, who
I'll call one of the "founding
witnesses," approached me
with an index card and said,
smiling, "I think you'll like our
newest character."
I looked at it and was surprisingly aghast at its label.
"Steve, the RA."
Yes,I had joined the throng
of the witness, murderer, lawyer, dentist, wood gluer and
possibly even the stoop kid,
without even playing a ge
round. I felt a drop of ac<::QJnplishment, peaceful affection
due to my residents' thoughtfulness, but mostly a smooth
roll of laughter at their newest~
product of ever-growing sh~
nanigans.
I didn't even need soft
background music and wellfounded act break to realize
that, without so much aslifting
a finger, my life as an RA had
become its own fast-pacedsitcom. I had finally made it, and
I had my residents to thank.
Someday, I'll finally gather
courage and play the swiftly growing monstrosity of a
game with my residents, but
only on a few conditions: I
must be my own character,
they need still be finished by
quiet hours - fines impended
- and, of course, it will be
filmed in front of a live studio
audience.

ustafew

to get "Keenan and Kel" on
Netflix, and second, my first
year as an RA may not be as
entertaining and antic-laden
as I had hoped. Most residents felt it in their better interest to spend free time at burrito joints and cooped in their
rooms watching "Vampire
Diaries." Feel free to flog me
for sayingthat last part. For all
I knew every day would end
with a long-winded sigh.
That was until "Witness" happened.
I left my apartment door
one night to see a mass
amount of residents chattering in the lounge and passing
out cards. They would then
give back the cards, sprint
ever-so swiftly to the basement and begin a rousing
round of the newly favorite
game called Witness.
What were the rules? No
clue. I only knew one thing
about the game.
It was loud - friggin' loud.
All I could hear were the sultry sounds of heavy sprints,
shrieking screams and what
I could have sworn was a
'S0s-eraghost, all ending with
everyone limping upstairs,
drenched in sweat and smiling from ear to ear. This stuff
was night games on Five Hour
Energy.
·
Over time, the numbers
grew and so did the cards,
which I later learned each
had a specific job for each
player. The more cards that
were needed, the more creative they got. I would hear
people screaming, "Don't kill
him, he's the lawyer! You want
to kill the dentist!" One time
I found a white bottle on the
lounge table and upon inquiring of it, was told - I'm not

- Steve Schwartzmanis a
junior majoringin speech
communication.His column
runsevery Wednesday.Emails
can be sent to him at steve.
schwartzman@aggiemai/.usu.
edu
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Top off your waffles with seasonal flavors
This time of year it can be hard
to find many exciting things in the
produce section of the grocery store.
Sometimes just putting two classic
flavors together can create something
new and really delicious. I think one
of the best flavor combinations winter
has to offer is citrusy oranges paired
with tart cranberries. Both fruits are
in season right now, which means not
only are they tastier, prettier and juicier than usual, there's a good chance
you'll be able to find them in stores
for a little cheaper, too.
This recipe makes light, crisp and
fluffy waffles studded with crimson
cranberries and the crunch of toasted walnuts. Drizzled with the vanilla
orange syrup, it's pretty much to die
for. If you make a big batch over the
weekend, you can freeze the extra
waffles in squares and cook them in
your toaster on weekday mornings.

Eat

Cranberry Walnut Waffles with
OrangeVanillaSyrup
3/4 cup flour
1/4 cup cornstarch
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
1/4 teaspoon baking soda
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 cup buttermilk
6 tablespoons vegetable oil

1 egg, yolk and white separated
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 tablespoons sugar, divided
1/2 cup walnuts
1/2 cup fresh cranberries
To make the waffles, start by chopping the cranberries up. (This helps
make them a bit lesssour). Place them
in a bowl with 1 tablespoon of the
sugar and stir to coat. Set aside.
Meanwhile, place the walnuts in
a single layer on a baking sheet and
toast them under the broiler for 2-3
minutes, until they are just starting to
brown and are very fragrant.
Let cool and then chop them into
bite-sized pieces.
In a large mixing bowl whisk
together the flour, cornstarch, baking
powder, baking soda and salt.
In a separate bowl whisk together
the buttermilk, vegetable oil, egg yolk

and vanilla.
(Note: If you don't have buttermilk
on hand, you can just add about 1
teaspoon of white vinegar to the milk
in a liquid measuring cup and let it sit
for about 5 minutes on the counter.
Then you add the oil, egg yolk and
vanilla right to the measuring cup to
save dirtying an extra bowl.)
Meanwhile, use a mixer to beat
the egg white until light and foamy,
about 2 minutes. Add 1 tablespoon
of the sugar and keep beating until
glossy stiff peaks form, 4-7 additional
minutes. Set aside.
(Note: Beating the egg whites separately is one of tne biggest reasons
these waffles turn out so light and
fluffy. It's important to be as gentle
as you can when adding them to the
batter, because if you smash the fluffinessout of them, it kind of defeats the
purpose.)

Pour the buttermilk mixture into
the flour mixture and stir just until
combined.
Gently fold in the egg whites using a
rubber spatula.
At this point, you can either gently
stir the cranberries and walnuts into
the batter or you can pour the batter onto the waffle iron and quickly
sprinkle the toppings on before baking it.
Even though it is a little easier to
stir them, I recommend the sprinkling
method, because stirring can result in
the batter turning pink from the cranberries. Also, sprinkling them over the
waffle batter after it's been poured
helps get a more even ratio of cranberries and walnuts per bite.
Bake the waffles however you normally do, according to your waffle
iron and the way you like them done.
(Note: As you're taking the waffles
off of the iron, do not stack them.
This will result in soggy waffles, and
nobody likes that. It's a good idea
to place them single file on a baking
sheet or two and keep them in the
oven at a warm, low temperature.)
Serve drizzled with orange vanilla
syrup and a side of fresh orange
slices.
Orange Vanilla Syrup
1/2 cup freshly squeezed orange juice
(from 1 large or 2 medium oranges)
1/3 cup sugar
1 teaspoon orange zest
4 tablespoons butter, cut into small
pieces
1 teaspoon cornstarch
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
In a small saucepan, combine the
orange juice, sugar, orange zest and
butter and cook over medium-higli
heat until the butter melts and th
mixture comes to a boil.
Whisk in the cornstarch and let
the sauce boil, stirring often, until it
thickens, about 5 minutes.
Remove from the heat and whisk
in the vanilla.
This syrup can be stored, covered,
in the fridge for up to 2 weeks.

- JennelleClarkis a seniorpsychology
majorwho writesthe onlinefood blog
foodislikeart.blogspot.com.
She loves
making,eatingand sharingher food.
Send comments to jenn.wilson@aggiemail.usu.edu
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TRACK AND FIELD

TouchBase
WACStandings
Men'sBasketball
WAC
Nevada
4-0
NMSU
3-0
Hawaii
2-1
UlahSlale 2-2
Idaho
2-2
FresnoState 1-3
La.Tech
0·3
SJSU
0-3

OVERALL
14•3
13-5
10-7

USUpicks up whereit left off in 2011

BYALIDAVIS
staff writer

The Aggietrack and field
teams
started the 2012season
9-9
right where they left off in
8-11
8-10
2011.
&11
Saturday,the men's and
•
women's
track and field teams
RECENTRESULTS
opened their seasons with a
14
SATURDAY,
JANUARY
bang - literally.
UtahState69,La.Tech65
Aggiesbegan their races to
Nevada77,Hawaii
74
the loud clap of the starting
NMSU
80, Idaho68
gun and some competitors
FresnoState82, SJSU73
finished with marks as good
as last year's, in a successful
Women'sBasketball
trip to Pocatellofor the Idaho
WAC OVERALL
StateSnake River Open.
UlahStale 2-0
11-5
"I was pretty pleased that
13-4
FresnoSlale 1-0
SJSU
1-0
6-10
I was able to go out on the
La.Tech
1·1
8-9
first meet and get around
NMSU
1-1
4-13
Hawaii
0-1
5-11
the same marks as I did at
Nevada
0-1
4-12
the end oflast season,"said
Idaho
0-2
5-13
10-8

Chari Hawkins,a sophomore
winning the WAC,especially
who competedin multiple
consideringhow close they
events. "The first meet is just
came last year. The men are
outstanding, too. There's a
kind oflike that prep meet to
see where you are, and it is
good chance of winning chamencouraging when you are able pionships on both sides."
to pick
The Aggieswon seven field
,, up right where you left
0 ff .
events and one running event.
This type of performance is Hawkins claimed the top spot
exactlywhat the coacheslike
in the 60-meter hurdles with
to see at the beginning of the
a time of 8.4 seconds and took
season, accordingto assistant
first place in the long jump
coach Matt lngebritsen, who
with a mark of 5.67meters.
said that if this meet would be
Other event winners
any indicator of how the team
includedjunior Bri Campbell
will perform the rest of the
with a win in the high jump,
season, the Aggiescan expect
sophomoreKeeleyEldridge in
to do well.
the weightthrow and senior
"This is one of the
Sonia Grabowskain the pole
strongest teams we'veever
vault.
had,'' Ingebritsen said. "The
The Aggiewomen also
women'steam is outstanding.
swept the top three spots in
They have a definite shot at
the shot put with senior Spela

Hus taking first place,Melanie
Hesloptaking second and
Eldridgetaking third.
Eldridge,a sophomore
walk-on, is one of the athletes
Ingebritsen said really stepped
up at the meet.
"She came on to the team
and has worked really hard,"
he said. "Andit has paid off
- she ended up winning the
event."
On the men's side,
Ingebritsen said sophomore
BryceHall was the meet's
best overallperformer. Hall
returned from an LDSmission
in August 2011,and on his
first attempt of the season,
beat his personal record in
the weightthrow by an entire
foot, with a distance of 17.84
meters.

Junior Joe Canavan took
first place in the shot put with
a throw of 16.49meters.
Freshman Nie Bownes
took second place in the
60-meter dash with a time of
6.91seconds, followedclosely
by sophomore Silas Pimentel
with 6.94 seconds. Sophomore
A.J.Boullytook second place
in the 200-meter dash, and
senior Damian Szadefinished
second in the longjump.
Hawkins said that seeing
her teammates improve
individuallyhelps the team
members grow closer together
as a whole.
"In track and field, you
think camaraderie isn't necessarily super important," she

---------See TRACK,Page 11

RECENTRESULTS
SATURDAY,
JANUARY14

MEN'S BASKETBALL

UtahState79, La.Tech62
NMSU
61,Idaho47
FresnoState85, Nevada67
SJSU83,Hawaii
67

Aggies pick up road win in Ruston

APTop25

BrockeithPane
scorescareerhigh24 points

Record Pis Pv
1. Syracuse(60) 19-0 1,619 1
2. Kentucky(4)
17-1 1,558 2
3. Baylor(1)
17-0 1,503 4
4. Duke
15-2 1,380 8
5. Missouri
16-1 1,335 9
6. OhioSt.
16-3 1,312 5
7. Kansas
14-3 1,218 10
8. NorthCarolina 15-3 1,172 3
15-3 1,119 6
9. MichiganSt.
10.Georgetown 14-3 884 11
11.Indiana
15-3 858 7
12.MurraySt.
18-0 825 15
13.UConn
14-3 807 17
14.UNLV
16-3 651 12
15.Virginia
14·2 649 16
16.San DiegoSt. 15·2 621 22
17.Florida
14-4 596 19
18.MississippiSt. 15-3 590 20
19.Creighton
16-2 471 23
20. Michigan
14-4 461 13
21.Marquette
14·4 278 25
22. Illinois
15-3 257
23. Louisville
)4-4 208 14
24.SaintMary's(Cal)17-2167
25. KansasSt.
12-4 102 18

BYTYLERHUSKINSON
assistantsports editor

USU student
body recieves
nomination
BYUSU ATHLETICS
Utah State's men's
basketball student section has been nominated
for the 2012 Naismith
StudentSection of the
Year.
USU is one of 79
schools up for the honor,
which includes in-state
rival Utah and Western
Athletic Conference foes
Fresno State and Nevada.
The event is part of "I
Love College Hoops," a
nationwide effort to celebrate 100 years of college
basketball.
Open only to Division
I basketball programs, the
Naismith Student Section
of the Year award winner
will receive a $5,000 contribution to the school's
athletic department.
By visiting www.
facebook.com/
ILoveCollegeHoops,fans
can vote for one of the
nearly 80 Division I basketball schools that submitted a nomination.
The Naismith Student
Section of the Year
Award, which is presented
through a partnership of
The Collegiate Licensing
Company (CLC),a division of IMG College,and
the Atlanta Tipoff Club,
administrators of the
Naismith Awards, is dedicated to celebrating fans
that love college hoops
and provide support to

See STUDENT,Page 10

SENIOR GUARD BROCKEITH PANE shoots a jumper over Nevada's Jerry Evans and Deonte Burton during
USU's loss to Nevada. Pane scored a career-high 24 points in a win over Louisiana Tech 69-65. CODYGOCHNOURphoto

USU picked up its first Western Athletic
Conference road win of the season Saturday
night.
Senior guard Brockeith Pane hit a free
throw with nine seconds left as part of his
career-high 24 points, and the Aggies held on
to defeat the Louisiana Tech Bulldogs 69-65 on
Karl Malone Court at the Thomas Assembly
Center.
USU (10-8, 2-2 WAC)bounced back from a
20-point blowout against New Mexico State on
Thursday.
"We had to find a way to get our second
road win," Pane said. "Louisiana Tech did
everything in their power to not let that happen on their own court, and those guys came
and played good."
Louisiana Tech (8-10,0-3 WAC)jumped out
to 9-0 within the first three minutes on three
3-point shots.
"This team is a very good shooting team,"
Pane said. "Something, at times, we've struggled to do is guard the 3-point line, because we
try to help each other so much. I guess in t~
second half they kinda cooled off, and we were
able to come out with a victory."
Senior forward Morgan Grim stopped the
run with a layup three minutes into the game,
but the Bulldogs went on to hit three more
3-pointers - good for 6 of 8 in the first seven
minutes - and eventually ballooned their lead
22-10 on a made jumper by freshman guard
Raheem Appleby.
USU's difficulty to score early on compli-

r

See ROAD WIN, Page 11

GYMNASTICS

Red Rocks nip Aggies in road opener
BYMEREDITHKINNEY

sportsseniorwriter
In her Utah Statedebut, freshmanSarah Landes
finishedthird in the all-aroundas USUfellto the No.
5-rankedUniversityof Utah in USU'sseasonopener.
The Aggiesfinished with a scoreof 191.925,and the
Utesput up 197.400.
Despitethe loss, Utah Statehead coachJeffRichards
said he was encouragedby his team'sperformance.
"It was a great meet,"Richardssaid. "We'rereally
proud of the girls."
After a slowstart in the Blueand White meet last
week,Richardssaid he was hopingfor a little moreout
of his team.
"Lastweek,we had an intra-squadmeet that was
a littlebit rough,"Richardssaid. "It's been a great
learningexperience.The girls reallycamein and really
settled themselvesdown;they stayedtogetheras a
team."
Friday'smeet in SaltLake Citymay not havebeen a

The Aggiesstarted out the rotation on bars where

''

theyrecordeda 48.650beforenotchinga 47.600on

The girls really came
in and really settled
down ..."
- head coach Jett Bichards,
lJSlJ gymnastics

victory,but Richardssaid he saw the piecesof a highly
successfulteam beginningto come together.
"Everythingwe'vebeen workingon and talking
about all preseason,theyjust reallybroughttogether
tonight,"Richardssaid. "Thereare a fewthings we still
need to workon and can improveon, but this was a
reallygreat start for us, and we'rereallyexcitedabout
it."

vault',47.950on floor and a 47.725on beam.
The Aggies'scoreon bars was higherthan the scores
of all but two meets last season.
In her collegiatedebut,Landestied for fourth on
bars with a 9.825and was the onlyAggieto placein the
top fiveof any event The freshmanalso had the Aggies'
highestscore on vault with 9.675and completedher
beam routine with a 9.700to leadall USUgymnasts.
Landeswas joined on the all-aroundpodium by
junior AmeliaMontoya,who placedfifthwith a score
of 38.000.Montoyacharacteristicallyled the Aggies
on floor with a scoreof 9.725,an eventshe maintains
consistencyin.
The Aggieshit the road againnext weekwhen they
travel to Denton,Texas,to competein a quad-meet
hosted by TexasWomen'sUniversity.

- rneredith.kinney~aggiemail.usu.edu
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HOCKEY

USU OEFENSEMAN GARY HIGGS battles for the puck against a Weber State defender during a 10-4 victory at the Eccles Ice Center on Saturday. USU hosts Colorado University on Jan. 21. CODY
GOCHNOURphoto

Aggies pound WeberState at home
"We're only running six
defenders," Utah State head
coach Jon Eccles said. "On
the D side, people are trying
to adjust. We'vegot some
new matchups. Our forwards,
again, have a bunch of new
lines."
Aggie forward Stu
Hepburn picked up his first
start and made it count, as
the freshman notched four
assists on the night.
"Stu will work hard wherever we put him," Eccles said.
"He just gives us another
guy down there crashing and

BYMEREDITHKINNEY
sports seniorwriter
The Utah State hockey
team struggled to keep up its
intensity against the Weber
State University Wildcats on
Saturday night.
Despite the slow start,
however, USUpicked up a
10-4 win over Weber State.
Utah State was playing
with a short bench due to
a combination of grade
issues, injuries and two
players sitting out from game
disqualifications.

over from the 17-4 BYU
game last week took its toll,
when Wildcat forward Chris
Roberts scored midway
through the second period to
cut the Aggie lead to one at
3-2.
"We have a lot of skills
and we depend on it sometimes," MacDonald said.
"Our skills aren't going to
show unless our work ethic
matches the other team's."
The Aggies responded in a
big way, scoring five straight
to open up a big lead.
Forward Cooper Limb got a

working hard in the corners."
Hepburn started in place
of Tyler Mistelbacher, who
earned a game DQ in last
weekend's game.
"Stu's not the same type
of player as Tyler, but he
plays a big role and he does it
well," Aggie captain Brendan
MacDonald said.
The Aggies scored first
when forward Tyler Firth
one-timed the puck into the
net for his first goal of the
season.
A combination of the
adjusted lines and a bang-

backhanded goal during the
run.
A minute and a half later,
MacDonald looped around
after a failed attempt to steal
the puck from a Weber State
defender. The forward found
himself open at the opposite
blue line for a pass from
Hepburn and faked a couple
times before putting the puck
behmd Wildcat goaltender
Jonas Jorgersen.
"We're all just brushing
up from the week we've had
off," MacDonald said. "I
think our work ethic really
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USUcontinuesroad trip againstSeattle

1
2
9
4
6
7

BYTYLERHUSKINSON
assistantsports editor

5
8
3

~

After picking up a muchneeded road victory - its
second of the season - the
USU men's basketball team
continues its four-game road
trip with an intermission in
Western Athletic Conference
play.
USU (10-8) will face the
Seattle University Redhawks
(4-1'2)Thursday - a team
USU defeated at home 78-53
earlier in the season - and
tipoff is slated for 7 p.m.
"We've won two road
games, so we doubled our
total," USUbead coach Stew
Morrill said. "That's the good
news. We'd sure like to find
a way to keep getting some
wins on the road. We've got
another opportunity this
week, so we'll see how we
do."
Despite USU's blowout
victory at home earlier in the
season, Morrill isn't counting
on a similar result.
"They had a really poor
shooting night in Logan,
and we really needed a win
at that time and played
hard and got a W," he said.
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"They're talent level is high.
People might say, 'Well,
there record is not so great.
How can you say that?' Well,
I've watched them on film.
They've got transfers from
Pac-12 schools and they are
athletic. If they get it cooking
on you, it's tough."
Seattle soundly defeated
Eastern Washington 91-78
on Tuesday at home. Senior
forward Aaron Broussard,
who leads the Redhawks with
17 points per game, exploded
for 34 points in the victory, and sophomore guard
Sterling Carter chipped in 26
points.
"Seattle U is coming off
a really good performance
last night versus Eastern
Washingtont he said. "They
scored a couple points and
had a couple guys go off.
"They're playing quite a
bit different than when we
saw them last time. They're
pressing a lot more. They've
changed their offense. It'll be
a similar situation press-wise
to what we saw at Louisiana
Tech - lots of presses on
every opportunity they get."
Seattle averages eight
steals per game while forcing
16 turnovers per game.
Despite the road-game
factor, having previously
played Seattle will still give
USUsome benefit.
"That game was a while
ago and it will take a little bit
to remind our guys, but we
can at least watch ourselves
play against them and see
what we did and didn't do,
and that will be somewhat
helpful," Morrill said.
The road victory against
Louisiana Tech doesn't guarantee USU will be successful
on the road this week, but

PIZZA

PASTA
SALAD

(10-8)

Stew Morrill (14th year)
Cameron Dollar (]rd year)

F· MorganGrim
F-Kyisean
Reed
G•Brockeith
Pane
G-Danny
Berger
G-Preston
Medlin

F-AaronBroussard
F-Clarence
Trent
F-EricWallace
G-Cervante
Burrell
G-SterlingCarter

- meredith.kinney@aggiemail.
usu.edu
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MEN'S BASKETBALL-----9
1
6
2
4

took over in the second half
of the game."
MacDonalc,Iscored again
followed by defender Alex
Lund, who scored from
the blue line, and forward
Billy Gouthro, who gave the
Aggies a six-point lead.
The Wildcats scored twice
more, but the Aggies held on
for the win.

18.6
10.4
9.6
9.1
5.7

Student section
on Naismith List
their college basketball team
with devotion and passion.
Several rounds of voting
wiJI determine the student
section of the year. Round
one will include a public
vote on the "I Love College
Hoops" Facebook page until
Feb. 12. The top 16 colleges
in the public vote will enter a
second round of competition
with another public vote on
Facebook from Feb. 13-24.

FOOTBALL

USU names
new coach

don't count the Aggies out on
week two of their road trip.
"We should know by now
that we have limitations and
we have to scratch and claw
to be in any game," Morrill
BYTAVINSTUCKI
said. "We're 10-8. We're not
sports editor
4-16. I can think they can
garner some good feelings
Utah Statebead coachGary
about at least finding a way
Andersenwill no longercoordito make progress and get to
nate the defense.
.500 in league and get above
Andersennamed Dave
.500 overall. Obviously, we'd
Aranda as the new defensive
like to be better th::.n that,
coordinatorJan. 17.
but I think they are leari .•11g
"I'mveryexcitedfor the
how hard they have to play to
opportunityto be ableto coach
be in a game."
with coachAndersenand his
USUmay have a differstaff,"Arandasaid."I believe
ent starting lineup against
(UtahState)is an up-and-comSeattle after starting the
ingprogram that I'm proud and
same lineup for eight converyhappyto be a part of it."
secutive games - Morrill
Arandacomesto Utah State
had nine different starting
from GregMcMackin'sstaff
lineups in the first 10 games
at Hawaii.The Warriorsfinof the season - because
ishedthe 2011season6-7and
senior forward Morgan Grim
had three seniorson Aranda's
aggravated his foot against
defenseinvitedto varioussenior
Louisiana Tech.
all-stargames,Andersensaid.
"He's obviously going to
"Wewerelookingfor a taldo whatever he can," Morrill
entedcoachwith defensivecoorsaid. "The good news is it's
dinator experience,and we have
not a fracture, but there is
foundthatwithDaveAranda,"
obviously something going
Andersensaid in a USUathon in there. They're not quite
leticspressrelease."Dave's
sure what's causing it to swell
defensesspeakfor themselves
up."
with the numbersand talented
Grim said he felt someplayersthey have.His defenses
thing wasn't right in his foot consistentlyplaybard and at an
while walking to the scorextremelyhigh level."
ers' table to check in, then
At Hawaii,Aranda coached
trainers told Morrill that
the last twoyears as defensive
Grim would not be available
coordinatorafter twoseasonsas
the remainder of the game.
the defensiveline coach.
USU's post players found
"CoachAranda'sdefenses
themselves in foul trouble,
are fundamentallysound and
so Grim eventually checked
are excellenttechnicians,"
back in and limped through
Andersensaid."Weare excited
the rest of the game.
to havehim and his familybe a
part of our Aggiefootballfam- ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu
ily."

- tavin.stucki@aggiemail.usu.
edu
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

How
sweep
itis
Aggiewomensweep road trip,
preparefor homegameagainst
defendingchamps
BYCURTISLUNDSTROM
staff writer

JUNIOR GUARD DEVYN CHRISTENSEN dribbles down the court in a win against Utah Valleyearlier in the season. Christensen scored 20 points to lead USU over the Lady Techsters. TODDJONES photo

• From Page 9

- curtis.lundstrom@aggiemail.usu.edu

From Page9

Roadwin puts USU at .500 in WAC
mented its early foul trouble.
Junior forward Kyisean
Reed provided a small
spark for USU in the first
half but eventually fouled
out. Freshman Ben Clifford
earned USU head coach Stew
Morrill's praises, but he
fouled out as well.
Grim played limited minutes because of a recurring
foot injury sustained earlier
in the season, adding to the
Aggies' foul troubles.
"We're not experienced,
but we have a lot of guys that
want to play basketball and .
they know how to play, they
just need the opportunity,"
Pane said. "Today they
were fortunate to get the
opportunity. Guys were in
foul trouble, and Morgan was
hurt."

Despite his foot, Grim
gritted it out in the second
half because of the foul
trouble of his fellow post
players.
USUbegan the second
half on a 12-0 run. Reed,
who finished the night with
11points, sparked the run
with a dunk, which Clifford
capped with a 15-foot
jumper.
"They didn't feel good
about New MexicoState in
the last 12 or 14 minutes of
that game, and Louisiana
Tech punched us in the
mouth early," Morrill said.
"And in the second night of a
road trip, it would have been
just easy to get down and not
compete. I was real pleased
with how hard we fought. It
wasn't real pretty on either

MEN'S BASKETBALL
(7-9)(0-1)

The Utah State women's basketball
team concluded its two-game road
trip with a win over Louisiana Tech
79-62 on Saturday.
Junior guard Devyn Christensen
led all scorers with 20 points, and
the Aggies never trailed the Lady
Techsters.
"I am really proud of how
(Christensen) played,'' head coach
Raegan Pebley said. "She bailed
us out in several shot-clock situations but gave up the ball in some
difficult situations and trusted her
teammates."
Christensen got going early, scoring USU'sfirst five points and 14
of the first 19 points. The Caldwell,
Idaho, native finished the first half
with 17 points, eventually finishing
7 of 10 from the field and 3 of 4 from
the free-throw line.
The Lady Techsters struggled with
shooting in the first half. On two
different three-minute occasions,
Louisinana Tech did not score, and
the Aggies blew the game open with a
15-5 run during a seven-minute span.
Christensen put USUahead 38-23
with a minute remaining in the first
half on a fast-break layup.
Louisiana Tech finished the first
half shooting 27.8percent from the
field and was scoreless from beyond
the arc on six attempts.
Christensen's third 3-pointer of
the night put Utah State up by 16
early in the second half. When the
lead grew to 20, Pebley pulled the
WAC'ssecond-ranked free-tnrow
shooter.
The Aggies didn't :;kip a beat,
however,and the defense disrupted
Louisiana Tech all night.
Pebleysaid it was a great team
effort.
"Our team is playing great collectively,"Pebley said. "It's been huge

for us. They are sharing the ball well
and doing the little things."
Seniors Ashlee Brown and Brooke
Jackson each added 17 points for
Utah State and the Aggies converted
on 61.5 percent of their 3-point
attempts en route to the win.
The win was a milestone for
Pebley;her 100th career win at Utah
State in eight seasons at the helm.
The road sweep against New Mexico
State and Louisiana Tech was a first
for the Aggie women.
USUimproved to 11-5on the year
with the win and 2-0 in conference
play. Louisiana Tech dropped to 8-9
and 1-1in WACplay.
Utah State returns to the
Spectrum for a two-game home stand
Jan. 19 and 21.
The Aggies host the Fresno State
Bulldogs Jan. 19 in a contest between
the WAC'stop two teams. The
Bulldogscurrently hold a 13-4 record
and are 1-0 on conference play, after
defeating Nevada on Saturday.
Fresno State is led by sophomore
guard Ki-Ki Moore, who averages
16.5points and 7.2 rebounds per
game. Junior forward Rosie Moult,
who averages 12.8 points and 4.9
rebounds per game, is the only other
player to average double figures for
the Bulldogs.
As a team, FSUleads the WAC
in scoring offense at 74.6 points per
game, scoring margin at 7.6 points
per game, assists per game at 17.2
and steals per game at 11.2.
The Bulldogshave won twostraight games - eight of their
last nine - with their most recent
setback a two-point loss at UNLVon
Jan. 6.
"It's going to be a battle," Pebley
said. "(The Bulldogs)are the queens
of the court right now in our conference, and we are going to have to
prepare well."

65

UTAHST.(10-8)
Grim 2-5 0-0 4, Reed
5-9 1-311,Pane 8-178-10
24, Berger0-0 1-21,Medlin
4-11 2-4 11,Clifford3-5 2-2
8, Thoseby0-1 0-0 0, Farris
1-20-0 2, Bruneel2-2 0·0 5,
Stone0-0 1-21, Premasunac
1-10-02. Totals26-53 15-23
69.
LOUISIANATECH(8-10)
Kyser3-4 0-1 6, Gibson
3-103-4 9, Appleby4-11
0-0 10,Gaskins3-9 1-310,
McNeaill7-100-0 19,K.
Smith 0-2 0-0 0, Johnson
3-101-29, L. Smith 0-4 0-0
0, Lewis1-20-0 2, Souza0-0
0·0 0. Totals24-625-1065.

Ui 69

Halftime - Louisiana
Tech31-29.3-Point Goals

- UtahSt.2-9(Bruneel
1-1.Medlin 1-4, Thoseby
0-1, Farris 0-1,Pane 0-2),
LouisianaTech 12-29
(McNeaill5-6, Gaskins3-7,
Appleby2-4, Johnson 2-5,
K. Smith 0-1,Gibson0-3, L.
Smith 0-3).FouledOut Clifford,Reed.Rebounds
- Utah St. 36 (Medlin9),
LouisianaTech39 (Gibson
7).Assists - Utah St. 8
(Medlin,Pane 2), Louisiana
Tech 17(K. Smith 5).Total
Fouls - Utah St. 16,
LouisianaTech21.Technical
- LouisianaTechBench.

Top Performers:
Brockeith Pane, USU,24 pts, 3 reb, 2 ast
Kenyon McNeail,LTU,19 pts, 4 reb. 2 ast

team's side at times, but we
just kept fighting."
The Aggies failed to hold
onto the lead, as Louisiana
Tech eventually tied the
game again at 41 with
14:15to play. Junior guard
Brandon Gibson scored seven
of his nine points during that
stretch.
Sophomore guard Kenyon
McNeail led Louisiana Tech
with 19 points.
Freshman forward
Michale Kyserhit a jumper
with 9:16remaining to
put the Bulldogsup 51-50,
but that was that last lead
Louisiana Tech enjoyed.
Sophomore forward Mitch
Bruneel gave USUthe lead
for good on a 3-pointer with
7:47to play.
"We needed a win badly,"
Morrill said. "We were
coming off a couple of tough
losses, and we needed to get
back to .500 in league and
get a split on this trip. It's
amazing how much better
you feel when you can find a
way to win a close game."
USUfinished shooting 49
percent (26-53)from the field
and 22 percent (2-9) from the
3-point line, and Louisana
Tech shot 38 percent (24-62)
from the field and 41 percent
(12-29)from 3-point range.
Sophomoreguard Preston
Medlin nearly finished with
a double-double, scoring 11
points and pulling down 9
rebounds.
"We'rejust happy to get a
win, happy to get a road win,
happy to feel good on the
charter flight - four hours
with a victory," Pane said. "It
would have been heck going
back four hours with a loss."

Trackand field aiming for WACtitle
said. "But at a collegelevel
it really is. Growingcloser
togetheras a team helps us all
competebetter."
From Feb. 10-12,the team
will head to Albuquerque,
N. M., for the NewMexico
Invitational.

- ty.d.l1us@aggiemail.usu.edu

"Wehave a pretty solid
They came so closelast year
team and that's why I think we and most of those girls are
have a good chanceof winning still on the team, and they're
some championships.It's
hungry for it."
pretty balanced,"Ingebritsen
said. "The men want a backto-backtriple crown, and the
- ali.davis@aggiemail.usu.edu
women'sbiggestgoal is to win.
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OurYiew
Betteracademics
beforerecreation
hen we first heard talk about a new
recreation center, like you, our first
question was - Who is paying for this?
As we suspected, we learned the construction
of the rec center was coming out of our pockets, and at a time when the economy wasn't
exactly in great shape yet.
During the fall 2011 semester, we learned
yet another project could be added to the mix.
USU Recreation leaders were looking into artificial grass to replace the fields adjacent to the
HPERBuilding. We won't be surprised to see an
item on the upcoming ASUSU election ballot
upon which students can indicate whether they
want to pay more student fees to give these
fields a makeover.
Recently, we caught word of a studentformed group titled Students Against Academic
Waste. These students intend to first campaign
against the HPER field project, informing students about exactly where their money is going
and possibly suggesting where it could go
instead.
Nothing makes us more excited than to see
students who are aware of their circumstances
and care about their educations enough to take
university politics into their own hands. This is
democracy at its finest, and we love it.
These two projects made us feel more
teased than excited. We knew acquiring these
new installments on campus would be anything
but smooth sailing, especially with the annual
fear of budget cuts from the state Legislature
and knowing full well our state politicians don't
see the true value in higher education.
.
Our question is why is so much time being
put into improving our capacity to socialize?
Don't they see the impacts of a decreasing
budget on our academic experiences? Don't
they have this realization in their own schooling? Well, we can see it. Before we get a new
lap-swimming pool, we'd like to see more
course options and smaller class sizes. Let's
upgrade the archaic buildings, such as the Ray
B. West or Animal Science buildings, before
worrying about the state of the grass we play
on in our free time. Wait, what free time?
We'd like to put the sole reason why we
attend college - to gain knowledge - at the
top of our priority list. This 1s also where we
would like to put our money.
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Old maidsare not
in their early20s
An elephant exists in this
room. A big, fat elephant
dressed in patriarchal social
norms that stomps on the
wealth of diverse women
within USU's campus community. I love men and am
fortunate to be surrounded
by some fantastic and highly supportive men in my life. My intention of the following social observation is not to roast men. But when
men treat women like they are incapable of fulfilling a
wide spectrum of roles, my blood begins to boil. The
spitfire, tigress part of my personality unleashes, wanting to feast upon the male ego that, in the end, only
makes me stronger.
As residents of Logan, Utah, it is no secret that we are
nestled in a traditionally conservative part of the U.S.
But beyond our general conservatism, we have another
phenomenon fairly unique to the culture. Females
marry and begin families at young ages, and are encouraged and praised for doing so.
I am happy for these women and genuinely wish
them the greatest successes in life. But women should
not be treated with distasteful comments or judgmentally harnessed stares for not choosing to marry at age
19 and start a family at age 20. It should also not be
assumed that this unmarried and so-called "unconventional" group of women is somehow incapable of finding and keeping a man.
Though I am speaking from my own experience of
feeling smothered by the social norm, it is relevant to
note my certainty that I am not alone in this conviction.
I always knew I would want to boldly pursue an education. Nothing, including ridiculous comments from
other people, will stop me from doing so. Ridiculous
comments directed toward me include, but are not limited to:
"Are you engaged yet? You are already 21."
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A lessonin the art of bathing
I'm
guessing
everyone
recovered from
the long week•
end hangover
and is ready
to get back to
the homework
grind.
Right?
A lot of students realized this whole
back-to-school thing isn't nearly as awesome as previously thought in the days
leading up to Jan. 9.
I feel like I saw a lot more people study·
· ing in the library during the first week
after winter break than the second. About
half the amount of people who actually
show up to my natural disasters class now
,compared to the first week when students
crammed themselves in the BNR auditorium.
Perhaps, it's because everyone stays up
late studying and isn't used to getting up
early, but there is already a severe lack of
people willing to get ready for the day in
Cache Valley.
Last week, on the 7 a.m. buses, there
were a lot more girls with perfect hair and
nice makeup, but this week I see a majority of these former hotties in Aggie sweats
and Yankee hats. A bunch of guys had noshower stink lines radiating from their arm-

pits - not that I care how a dude smells, of
course.
In a cold Logan Winter, everyone is so
bundled up that the stench can't escape
the marshmallow-coat layer or the Aggie
sweatshirt layer. At least, it doesn't leak out
on the bus or walking across campus.
Everyone sits down in the crowded general-education classes and takes off their
coats, gloves and sweatshirts. I've even
seen some people take off their boots and
shoes in class. That's when it hits. As if on
cue, a giant brown stink cloud erupts with a
power capable of knocking out a rhino with
a stuffy nose.
•
If this was a science fiction movie, the
stink cloud would condense into monstrous
form and shout with a gravelly voice "My
name is the Stank, and I'm here to take your
consciousness," and then laugh maniacally
as everyone ran out screaming.
Now, I'm just having fun, but I hope all
you readers understand the seriousness of
the topic. Personal hygiene, people, seriously.
It is important to bathe and get ready
for the day on a consistent basis. If it's not
important to you, I guarantee it's important
to the cute girl sitting next to you in chemistry. Unless she's married - it's just a speed
bump, guys, not a road block.
The point is, you're never going to get
•)See SOAP BOX,Page 13

Remembering
the real MLKJr.
On Monday,
Words
we as a nation
properly celebrated one
Wise
of the greatest Americans
of the 20th
century
the Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther
King. His accomplishments are some of the
noblest in our history. Yet, I fear we did not
know or honor the real King. Let me tell you
why.
In the fall of 1953, King and his family
went to Montgomery, 1\la., so he could pastor a large African-American church. He
was, at that time, an ABD - all-but-disserta-

from the

tion - in philosophical theology from Boston
University. His career plan was to eventually
become a professor, teaching ministers to
be at a place like Boston University School
of Theology. But he wisely reasoned that
teaching pastors-to-be without ever having
been one was a bit like becoming a law pro·
fessor by being the smartest person in law
school without ever having practiced law.
So it was that Rev. King, who by now had
a doctorate in hand, was in Montgomery in
the fall of 1955 when the late and esteemed
Rosa Parks refused to move to the back of
the bus and one of the opening salvos in the
struggle for equal rights for all Americans
began. The African-American community
•>See WISE,Page 14
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About letters
• Letters should be
limited to 400
words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasonsof good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed
to a specific individual may be edited
or not printed.
• No anonymous
letters will be published. Writers must
sign all letters and
include a phone
number or e-mail
address as well as a
student identification number (none
of which is published). Letters will
not be printed without this verification.
• Letters representing
groups - or more
than one individual
- must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with
all necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait
21 days before submitting successive
letters - no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed
to statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or
click on www.utahstatesman.com for
more letter guidelines and a box to
submit letters.

•:>SeeMUSINGS,Page 13
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Gasp. Insert shuttering
silence.
Apparently, I am an old maid. OK, honestly folks? Twenty-one is still incredibly young. I am not anti:marriage, and
yes, I eventually intend to settle down.
Contrary to popular belief, life is not
over at 21. It really isn't.
"Wow, you are planning to go to
graduate or law school? That's really
ambitious - for a girl."
This frequently reiterated comment
irks me. Any higher-education pursuit is
ambitious for anyone, not just women.
This does not mean getting married
and bringing kids into the world are not
ambitious life steps. But frankly, comments like these carry a degrading air
and are better left unsaid.
I have also been asked the question,
"How can you possibly have a career
and be a good wife and mother?"
I am not a wife and mother, so I do
not pretend to know the balancing act
of career and family. I do know I am
highly determined to follow in the footsteps of many women who have made
it work.
Evaluating the role of women in a
progressive society involves measuring
respect within a relationship. I see many
relationships with a good measure of
mutual respect for the respective partners. Unfortunately, I also see many
women who let their significant others
walk all over them, dictating what they
can and cannot do. This is not OK. To
put it in Biblical terms, a relationship
should be equally yoked. Each partner's
opinions and feelings should not only
count, but carry an equal weight of
importance. Step it up, ladies. We do
not need 'to serve as doormats for the
male ego.

I am not saying women need to
become doctors and lawyers to be considered successful. Many of my personal heroes are homemakers who never
spent a day in the workforce, but raised
families, volunteered their time to good
organizations and stood by their men
through thick and thin. It is possible for
a woman to take more than one path in
life, and she should not be condemned
for doing so.
We all come here with different
talents and abilities and are all simply
wired differently. If you try to put the
red wire in the black outlet, the outcome is less than superior. The key is to
celebrate and respect our differences,
making a way for our versatile choices
to come together to make something
beautiful - something that works cohe·
sively.
So please, do not assume that just
because a woman is older than 20
and unmarried that she is either a) Not
attractive or exciting enough to snatch
herself a man, or b) A liberal "feminazi"
seeking to take over the world, attempt·
ing to overthrow men one at a time. Just
because I am not the most submissive
woman to you and your male ego does
not mean I do not like or respect you
Women
are amazing,
beautiful,
smart and capable human beings, who
make an incredible variety of positive
contributions to society. This diversity
is, indeed, worth celebrating.

- Tyra Simmons is a senior majoring
sociology. Her column runs the second
and fourth Wednesday of every month.
Comments on her column can be sent
to tyrasimmons@gmail.com or statesmanoffice@aggiemail.usu.edu.
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was 587, and on the road the
average attendance is almost
three times that amount at
-. 1,635. I can't understand how
the men draw nearly 10,000
To the editor:
and the women don't get the
Why have you not attend- 1/16 of that attendance.
So take this opportunity,
ed a women's basketball
game so far this year? You come out and support your
are missing a chance to see wo,men's basketball team and
the top team in the WAC you will not regret it, because
play. The attendance at men's we all like it when our Aggies
games are great and the team win, and this gives you anothgreatly benefits from one of er chance to see your Aggies
the best crowds in America. win.
Why not come and give that
Atlee Zipf
same home-court benefit to
the women? This week the
men will be out of town,
and you have a wonderful
opportunity to come to the
Spectrum and cheer for your
first-place Utah State worn·
To the editor:
en's basketball team. They
are fresh off a huge win over
Lately, there has been a lot
the No. 1 preseason team
Louisiana Tech and with two of talk about the proposed
wins this week on Thursday recreation center next to
the HPER Building, and the
and Saturday, they could
position themselves to win associated vote for student
their first ever WAC champi- fees to defray some of the
onship - a goal of the team costs of making it a reality.
I would love to see the day
this year.
that instead of asking for stuThe team deserves your
support and, quite frankly, dent fees to cover a rec cen. ter, they instead realize they
what better do you have to
need to spend the money
do? If you can make it to a
men's game, then you should on academics and ask for
also be able to make it to a the students to give a boost
women's game. The team has to certain colleges, such as
faced an uphill battle since CHaSS. Whether or not this
is possible, I'm not the perhome average attendance

Support women's
basketball

Academics
shouldbe priority

Letters to
the editor•
A public forum
son to ask, but the distinction
between the two is clear.
The idea has its merits,
sure, but I have a very difficult time justifying supporting a recreation center when
there's a shortage of professors on campus because of
budget shortfalls. No doubt,
a rock wall and artificial turf
certainly makes student life
a bit more fun, but that's not
what people come to school
for - at least, I hope they
don't. It doesn't elevate the
quality of your university education or the value of your
degree. That's not to say rec·
reation is bad - not at all.
But in a time when everyone
is strapped for cash, including the university, this falls
under the category of "want"
instead of "need."
Items like this seem like
pet projects of some individuals in student leadership, and
one of the reasons they get
support for this and not aca·
demic issuesis because - surprise, surprise - these kinds
of things are entertainment
oriented.
When it's mealtime and
you give a child the choice
between a sandwich or
candy, nine times out of 10
they'll choose the candy.

JaredFonda

•)From SOAP BOX, Page 12
in the proverbial car without at least a splash of body wash
every morning.
I hate how I actually have to write this, but don't worry.
You'll thank me later. The following is a guide to showering.
Step 1: Turn water on to a comfortable temperature; not
too hot, not too cold. Pull curtain so as not to splash on the
floor and tick off your roommate.
Step 2: Get naked. Unless you also need to do your laundry.
Step 3: Get wet and lather up - shampoo for hair, soap
for body. If you're feeling ambitious, you can even take it up
a notch and use conditioner and face wash after the sham·
poo.

Step 4: Scrub. Don't forget those hard to reach places.
Buildup there has a bad reputation of getting super gross.
Step 5: Rinse. Now that all your soap is full of dirty body
particles, get it down the drain.
Step 6: The rest. Turn off the water, shake like a dog,
dry yourself, comb your hair, apply makeup - ladies only,
please - brush teeth, apply deodorant and dress yourself.
Men, please note that angels will not fall from the clouds
when you mist yourself with body spray instead of taking an
actual shower; you're just covering up your personal stank
monster. He'll get you. Don't risk it.
Also, note that even though I'm primarily writing to guys,
girls are not above reproach here. Speaking personally, I

don't mind when a girl has a grunge day every once in a
while, but you can't complain about the "stank" in a dude's
apartment if you haven't vanquished the demon from your
own hairy armpits.
Hopefully, this guide helps improve the air quality in
Cache Valley, or at least on the Aggie Shuttle buses.

- Tavin Stucki is a sophomore majoring in journalism
and is the sports editor at The Utah Statesman. One day
he hopes to date Miss America, dunk a basketball and
become the most interesting man in the world. Follow him
on Twitter @tavinstucki and send any comments to tavin.
stucki@aggiemail.usu.edu.
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The IcelandExperiment

TH

Country highlightedin documentary 'Inside
Job'takes differentroute to Euro solvency
BY BRADY DENNIS

fueled by fishermen to a center for wealthy
financiers. It privatized its banks, and they
grew larger and larger, gobbling up assets
REYKJAVIK,
Iceland - On the snowy streets
around the globe and luring thousands of overof this capital city, the economic panic of
seas depositors with promises of high interest
rates.
2008 has mostly faded. The trendy cafes along
Laugavegurbrim with customers. Restaurant
Businessmencame and went from Reykjavik
menus feature $40 grilled minke whale and $60 in private jets. They bought showy yachts and
multimillion-dollar vacation homes. Bankers
racks oflamb, and hardly a table goes empty.
Boozyyouths line up to pack nightclubs that
became a popular and swaggeringbreed; after
thump all night. It's even OK now to joke about all, they were handing out a slew of high-paying
the crash, or kreppa, as it's known: "We may
jobs and providing a fortune in tax revenue.
not have cash, but we have ash!" reads one
"Youhad to be crazy not to want to become
T-shirt with a picture of the Eyjafjallajokull
a banker," said Heimir Hannesson, a student
volcano that erupted in 2010.
council member at the Universityof Iceland.
Iceland's journey from financial ruin to
"Youwent to college,studied business. You
fledgling recovery is a case study in roads not
became a millionaire overnight. That was the
taken and choices not made by other countries
dream. And for a few years, it was the reality."
faced with economic calamity in recent years.
With investments booming and the curBy the time the United States and Europe
rency soaring, Icelandic business owners took
began to wrestle with the fallout of the global
on larger debts, and averagecitizens bought
financial crisis in 2008, this tiny island nation
Range Roversand swanky houses, sometimes
was experiencing full-fledged meltdown. Its
taking out loans in other currencies to take
bloated banks failed. Its currency collapsed.
advantage of favorableexchangerates.
The prime minister invoked God's help, and
An air of invincibility set in, a sense that
protesters filled the streets.
Icelanders had mastered a powerful form of
Iceland did what the United States chose
financial alchemy."We are succeeding because
not to do - allow its biggest banks to fail and
we are different," the country's president said
force foreign creditors to take a hike. It did
in a speech in London in 2005, insisting that
what troubled European nations saddled with
Iceland's "daring" entrepreneurs were risk takmassive debts and tethered by the euro cannot
ers who succeeded where others "either failed
do - allow its currency to remain weak, causing or dare not enter."
inflation but making its exports more desirable
When global credit markets began to freeze
and its prices more attractive to tourists.
in 2008, suddenly investors demanded their
Three years later, the unemployment rate
money back. The country's three largest banks,
has fallen. Tourism has increased. The economy which had ballooned to nearly 10 times the size
is growing. The government successfullyraised of the nation's GDP,simply went broke.
money from investors in the summer for the
"The banking system was so big, it was
first time since the crisis.
beyond the capacity of the state to bail it out,"
It's tempting to conclude that this country
said GylfiZoega, an Icelandic economist and
of 318,000people simply handled the crisis
university professor."The country didn't have
more adeptly than others, like a pick-yourthe reserves to pelp these banks; they just
own-ending book in which Icelanders chose
defaulted. There was no choice."
correctly. There is a sliver of truth in that, but
Realizing the peril - and perhaps the falthe full story is more complicated. That's partly lacy - of trying to rescue the banks, Iceland's
because the circumstances in Iceland are far
government ultimately let them collapse."No
different than in the United States and Europe,
responsible government takes risks with the
but also because such a simple explanation
future of its people, even when the banking
ignores the anger, the angst and the struggles
system itself is as stake," the prime minister
that remain here, hidden barely beneath the
said in an unprecedented address to the nation
surface.
in October 2008.
Iceland has weathered the worst of the
The fallout came swiftly. The Icelandic
financial crisis, but its society has ye~to solve
krona crumbled, losing more than half its
the identity crisis that followedin its wake.
value against the euro and becoming worthless
In the decade leading up to the crash,
beyond Iceland's shores. The currency collapse
Iceland transformed itself from an economy
quickly doubled payments for many of those

(c) 20/2, The WashingtonPost

•

BY KAREN TUMULTY

Although last weekend's vote among evangelical leaders appeared to be an overwhelming
endorsement of former senator Rick Santorum,
Pa., - "a clear majority of support for a single

conservativecandidate," in the words of
organizer Tony Perkins - several of those who
were at the meeting say the group was far more
divided over the Republican presidential race
than the final ballot indicated.
Specifically,they said, a number of supporters of former House speaker and GOP

•)From WISE, Page 12
soon turned to a charismatic young minister house was bombed. Seventy-two hours earwith a prestigious Northern education for lier, he and his family would have fled into
a leader. But a leader in that place, at that the night. But not now. Martin Luther King
time, for that cause, was the target of hate knew he had been called to be the Moses
and death threats. At this point, I quote from of his people. His career path changed
King's first book "Stride Toward Freedom" over a small kitchen table in the middle of
the story of the Montgomery bus boycott:
the night in a deeply racist time and place.
"One night toward the end of January I I have told this story many times to classes
settled into bed late after a strenuous day. large and small over many years at USU.
Coretta had already fallen asleep and just Invariably every student knows who Martin
as I was about to doze off the telephone Luther King was and regards him as a noble
rang. An angry voice said, 'Listen nigger, American. But also, invariably few students
we've taken all we want from you; before have heard of this story.
next week you'll be sorry you ever came to
Yet to know King is to know this story.
Montgomery.' I hung up but I couldn't sleep. When police dogs and water cannons were
It seemed that all of my fears had come turned on him and his followers, when civil
down on me at once. I had reached the satu- rights workers were killed in Mississippi and
ration point.
Alabama, and when he was personally hit
"I got out of bed and began to walk the with rocks and bricks when he marched into
floor. Finally I went to the kitchen and heated Chicago supporting racially desegregated
a pot of coffee. I was ready to give up. With housing, what kept him going forward when
my cup of coffee sitting untouched before many would have given up? You cannot
me I tried to think of a way to move out of answer that question without knowing the
the picture without appearing a coward. real King, the one we do not know. There is
In this state of exhaustion, when my cour- an old gospel song with a line that states:
age was all but gone I decided to take my
"Who made the mountain / Who made
problem to God. With my head in my hands the tr'ee / Who made the river flow to the
I bowed over the kitchen table and prayed sea / And who hung the moon in the starry
aloud. The words I spoke to God that mid- sky/ Somebody bigger than you and I."
night are still vivid in my memory. 'I am here
Over a meager kitchen table in the midtaking a stand for what I believe is right. But dle of the night, Martin Luther King came to
now I am afraid. The people are looking to know in the most personal way that his desme for leadership and if I stand before them tiny, and the destiny of that cause for which
without strength and courage, they too will he and so many others gave their last full
falter. I am at the end of my powers. I have measure of devotion, was ultimately in the
nothing left. I've come to the point where I hands of "somebody bigger than you and I."
can't face it alone.'
This is the real King. This is the King who
"At that moment I experienced the pres- changed America for the better. In this age
ence of the Divine as I had never experi- when many are concerned about mixing
enced Him before. It seemed as though I deep faith and politics, this is a lesson we
could hear the quiet assurance of an inner should all remember.
voice saying: 'Stand up for righteousness,
stand up for truth and God will be at your
- Richard Sherlock is a USU philosophy
side forever.' Almost at once my fears began
professor who attended Harvard and is
also knowledgable in theology and ethics.
to go. My uncertainty disappeared. I was
ready to face anything."
•
Comments on this column can be sent to
He then reports that while at a meeting
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu.
three days later he received word that his
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No 'consensuscandidate'yet, some evangelicals say
(c) 2012, The WashingtonPost

"(J)

who had taken
out loans in foreign currencies.
Inflation spiked
to nearly 20 percent. Companies
rapidly shed
jobs. Thousands
of citizens
protested outside
Parliament - a
. rare sight in this
tranquil society
- and within
months, the sitting government
was swept from
office.
In the wake of
the catastrophe,
officials guaranteed deposits of
Icelandic citizens
but refused to pay
off many foreign
investors - a controversial move
that remains a
sore spot here
and in Europe.
The government
created new
banks made up
ICELAND: THREE YEARS after Iceland's economic collapse, unemployment has fallen and tourism has increased BloombergNews photo by Amaldur
of the domestic
operations of the Halldorsson..
failed firms. The
and expanding programs targeted to the most
old banks, which
vulnerable groups. In part to offset those meaheld foreign assets, are being dismantle·dand
their assets sold, with proceeds going to pay off sures, the country put in place new taxes on the
banking system and on wealthy individuals.
creditors.
Slowlybut surely, recession inched toward
Iceland accepted an aid package from the
recovery.
International Monetary Fund and loans from
The Iceland experiment, born out of circumother Nordic countries. It put in place "capital
stance, might not have translated elsewhere.
controls" that prevent money from leaving
The fall of its biggest banks caused pain and
Iceland in an effort to stabilize its currency.
hardship at home and overseas. But it pales
Beforethe crash, Iceland's government had
in comparison to the global wreckage that
maintained a low debt burden and a budget
probably would have occurred had the United
surplus. That vanished after it was forced to
States allowed companies such as Citigroup to
pour money into the struggling economy and
freshly rebuilt banking system, and to swallow collapse.
Allowing the krona to remain weak has hasbig revenue losses.
tened Iceland's return to stability. The country's
The country's debt grew to more than 100
percent of GDP in 201l. But even as government exports, which feature fish and aluminum,
were running about 11 percent higher last year,
officials made budget cuts to return to a more
and the tourism industry also showed an 11
sustainable path, they deliberatelysafeguarded
percent increase through November.
its already-generoussocial safety net, adding

candidate Newt Gingrich, Ga., left the
gathering before the final ballot. It was
running late, they said, and some of
the leaders had to catch flights so they
could make Saturday night services and
other obligations.
"Yes,I left. When I left, the vote
was fairly close but in no way indicated
there was a consensus," said Richard
Lee, one of the Gingrich supporters,
who said he remains committed to his
candidate.
The group had agreed that its minimum threshold to support a candidate
was a three-quarters vote. However,the
first round of balloting was far closer
than that, with Santorum receiving 57
votes; Gingrich, 48; TexasGov.Rick
Perry, 13; former Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney, 3; and Rep. Ron Paul,
Texas, I.
In the second round, in which
participants chose between the top two
finishers on the first ballot, Santorum
received 70 votes and Gingrich got 49.
It was not until the third ballot, after
some of Gingrich's supporters left, that
Santorum cleared the three-quarters
threshold, receiving 85 votes to
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Gingrich's 29.
"From the
outset, the
stated goal of
the meeting
"'
,_,.,
was to attempt
to arrive at a
consensus or a
clear majority
of support for a
single conser""'
vative candio ...._..,.,... ..... .,...
0: .. ,..... ..................
«
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date. That goal
was achieved,"
Perkins said
in a statement
after the vote.
However,
all the participants were bound by an agreement not to speak for 24
hours.
"Being under a 24-hour promise of silence, I guess
the only voice was the voicethat was heard," Lee said,
referring to Perkins' announcement.
Another Gingrich supporter, Jim Garlow,pastor of
a San.Diego megachurch, agreed: "There was never a
consensus. All the people I know of who came supporting Newt left supporting Newt."
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hour
37 Bed witll a mate
C284-12GraduateResearchAssistant
38 Dip !or 1189918S 2 Baltimorebird
3 tJpton nval
421118Gotta_•
DOE
Sammy Davis Jr. 1 Abba's• the
C827-11
ArtsGraphicDesigner
Music Speak"
hit
C00S-04ResearchAssistant$1500/
43 Fair-hinng11,ts. • 5 Rocl<yprojectiOn
0
6
Martians and
44
"Casablanea"
month
such
pianist
C934-11SocialWorkOr MIi Graduate
45 Hones! prez '
7 Catchall abbr
Student$25.00per1.25hrs
BForone
46 Idyllicplaces
48
L.uk.eWarm
•
9Track
C048-12
UccFallCrewMember--asl
In·
52 InternalRevenue
transact,ons
terpreter$1250/month
Code9Xl18rt
10 Occupied,as a
54 Stablediet?
C073-11
ScientificDrillingField& Lab
lavatory
56 Boanwithlhe
11"Putahdonrt·
Assis10.00
album Musrc!or 12 Sixth sense. for
Airpqrts"
C448-07Customer
Service-TooeleDisshort
57Tendenoinoften 13 Susan of "LA
tanceEd81hr
00
Law"
C735-11
Graphic/web
Designer
$14+
Ancient Mexiean
61 Pandemonium 21
C736-11
Instructional
Technologist
$15+
22
Mercedes-Benz
63Jackson5
C097-10
Temporary
SubstituteSip$25model series
member
51 Los Angeles
39 "Don't leave
26 Beatnik's
$35/hr,doe
64Glttch
ballplayer
home without it"
"Gotcha"
65
SonQstress
Lena
C194-98Undergrad
TasForLabs& Pa53 "E.T._ home·
convenience
27 Fingercount
66Gunk
55 Place to live,
40 Poor grade
29 •Auld Lang _.•
perGraders$8/hr
67 Remo!ebutton
one of which
41 Mythical man31 Hank with 755
68 Brokeoff as
C200-12PrivateInstruction· Various
starts the three
career homers
talks
longest puzzle
42
~~11~een
Fields
32 Tina Tumefs ex
69 Ballyhoo
answers
decoration
35 Precisely.after
C296·05AmericanSign LanugageIn70 Suffix
with I08d
58 Cut with acid
46 Rubbed off the
or hip
"on"
59 Breezy
board
terpreter$14-$26+
37 Game-stopping 47 "Zip your lip!"
60 Doctrines
C173-12Part Time InstrumentTechni·
DOWN
call
49 Bar snack item
61 Revolutionary
1 l.Jkediet
38 Country singer
cian$10• $13perhour
Guevara
50 Present from
beYerages
McEntire
62 Da~1n'
birth
C199-12
Accounting
2010Tutor
C202-12 UndergraduateResearcher
$8.5/hour
C134-09LaboratoryTechnicianminimum$7.25
C208-96Tutor$7.25/hr
.
C248-12GraduateResearchAssistant
$1200/mo.
C266·12Teaching
& Research
Assistant
At least$7.25
C265-12
Teaching
Assistant$7.25
C280·12Graduate
Assistant• Usu1330
C278-12Web DeveloperDependson
experience
C298-12
Research
AssistantNegotiable
C297-12 Graphic Design Assistant
On-Campus
Jobs:
$8.00/hour
C034-12WebContentManager$8.00/
C203-06Manager
hour

5169Residential
Aides$10.35• $12.37/
hr.
5170Sales$8+
5167GeneralChemistry
Tutor$10/hr.
5168HealthConsultant
5175Sales
5755Personal
Aide8.00
5182Pit It Technician$8-$12per hour
DOE
5180LicensedInsuranceAgentBased
on Eperience
5177RidingInstructor
$20/hr+
5186DentalAssistantDOE
5174Sales8.00
5173HouseCleanerllexible
5179Marketing/sales
Representative
5198RooferDoe
5199Fabricator
10.00BOE
5193 GraphicDesignAssistant$11+
DOE
5200Marketing
CoOrdinatorDOE
5192T MobileSalesRepHourly/Com·
mission
5201Landscape
DesignPendingexpe•
rience/skill
5190SoftwareEngineerBOE
5194 BabysitterResponsibleReliable
M-17.25
5188QualityAssurance
TestingAnalyst
TBD
5184Nanny8.00
5181CampCounselor
5105SoccerRefereeseedescription
5205AthleticApparelSalesperson
DOE
5212LegalAssistant
Al Ericson& Shaw,
Lip$9.00perhour
5211FloorCareBurnishing
5210Accounting
Assistance
DOE
5206GraphicDesign/ MarketingCoor·
dinator$8.00-12.00/hr
5208Marketing
Office/StudioAssistant
5207Software/programmer
InternNe·
gotiable/Graduated
5204Sales10%
5203MaleAdolescent
Counselor
$9per
hour
5202FemaleAdolescent
Counselor
$9
perhour
5197Swimming
Teacher$10/hour
5166Electrician
Or LaborerD.o.e.
5149Fulltime/parttime
Sales
5216SalesRepresentative
$250perac·
count+ incent
5215Nanny/babysitter
$400/month
5214HouseCleaner$10/hr
5213Nanny/day
Care500a month
· 2587Receptionists
$8.00hr
5793 ProductionTeam Member$11·
$13/hr
5209DrupalProgrammer
DOE
5718BakeryFormervariable
5217Part-timeAdministrative
Assistant
12.00
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Today's Issue

P ge 16

Wednesday,Jan. 18, 2012

New online course You Need to Know:

Wednesday

Lookingfor a C I course?
A new onlinesectionof
ComD2910ASLI is open.
Instructor: Curt Radford
Registerthrough RCDE
(distanceeducation)CRN
23734 ComD2910-103

coffeeamateursand aficionados
alike.Participantsin this private
eventwill taste someof the
finest sustainablyfarmedcoffees
►) Arts Week2012-All day
from around the world,with
►) CCABuskers-All day
expert insightsinto their origins
►) Poster exhibition: DisabilityHistory -8
and the evaluationtechniques
a.m. to 5 p.m. Library 34
used by industrypros to select
►) Marion R. Hyde exhibit- 10 to 5 p.m.
Musicalconcert the bestgroundsaround.
Tippets Exhibit Hall
RaisingCainefeaturing
Registrationrequired.Fordetails
►) Pizza & Politics-4 to 5 p.m. ENGR103
Faculty,
Staff
and
Students.
or to register,call435-755-3239
►) Fire & Ice: Sculpture Showcased-7:15to
Wednesday,Jan 18-6to 7 p.m. or email nature@logannature.
7:45p.m. Performance Hall
and 8 to 9 p.m. The Caine
org.
Collegeof the Arts will host
GrandGalafeaturing
RaisingCaine,a musical
ChristianeNoll on Friday,Jan
concert,featuringCCAfaculty, 20-7:30to 9:30p.m.The Grand
staffand students.RaisingCaine Galaeventfeaturingbroadway
is part ofArts Week2012.$10 star ChristianeNollwillprovide
generaladmission,$8 seniors
an eveningof glitz,glam and
and youth,$5 facultyand staff, world-classentertainment.The
freefor USUstudents.
Galawill also honor top students
►) Arts Week2012-All day
as wellas artistic highlightsfrom
Intramuralsopen the CCAFall2011semesterfrom
►) CCABuskers-All day
►) Poster exhibition: DisabilityHistory -8
Registrationfor intramurals art, theatre,musicand interior
a.m. to 5 p.m. Library 34
is now open and closeson
design.The GrandGalaIS part
►) Marion R. Hyde exhibit- 10 to 5 p.m.
Jan 18that 12p.m.Register
of Arts Week2012.$10general
Tippets Exhibit Hall
onlinefor 5 vs. 5 Basketballor admission,$8 seniorsand youth,
►) USU'sBiggestLoser Competition-5:30
Racquetball.www.imleagues. $5 facultyand staff,freefor USU
to 7 p.m.-TSC332
com
students
►) Designstar-6to 7 p.m. Sunburst
WinterPhotography
Sustainablefood Workshop
Lounge
on Fri Jan 20th
►) Big Band Swing Club-7 p.m. HPER
SustainablyFarmedFood
from 7 to 9 p.m. and SatJan
215
and CommunityAgriculture: 21stfrom 10to Noon. At Stokes
►) USU'sGot Talent-7:30to 9:30p.m.
A Guideto EatingWell
Nature CenterCost:$12for SNCMorgan Theatre
Thursday,Jan 19- 6 to 7:30
members,$15for Non-members
p.m. Pesentedby the Swaner
Photographinga winter
EcoCenter:LibertyHeights
landscapepresentssomeunique
Freshwill presenta guideto
challenges.This two-partcourse
eatingwellin winter.Therewill will also includea photocritique
be food tastingsand recipes
sessionon Saturdaymorning.
whileLibertyHeightsFounder Participantswill be askedto take
StevenRosenbergdiscussesthe photographsbeforethe Saturday
►) Tuition and Fee Payment Deadline
integrityand sustainabilityof
sessionfor critique.Filmand
(Online)
food.
digitalphotographerswelcome.
►) Arts Week2012-All day
Registrationrequired.For details
►) CCABuskers-All day
Coffee
tasting
or to register,call 435-755-3239
►) Poster exhibition: DisabilityHistory -8
Sustainable
Coffee
Soiree
or emailnature@logannature.
a.m. to 5 p.m. Library 34
& CuppingSessionon Thur.
org.
►) Marion R. Hydeexhibit- 10 to 5 p.m.
January
19,
2012
at
7:30
p.m.
CeramicsAdult2 -5 p.m
Tippets Exhibit Hall
At
Caffe
Ibis,
52
Federal
Students
choosewhat they most
►) Polar Plunge-4p.m. Hyrum Dam
Ave.Logan,UT.Cost:$8 for
wish to createthroughoutthe
►) Movieand panel discussion-1 to 4 p.m.
SNC-memberand Bridgerland 10weeksof classes.Lab times
Library 154
AudubonSocietyMembers,$10 available.Minimumemollment
►) AggieGame Nights-? to Midnight ENGR
forNon-members.JoinSNC
6 and is taught by BethCalengor.
201
and CaffeIbis for a fun and
informativeeveningsuitedto

Jan. 18
Todayis Wednesday,
Jan. 18,2012.Today's
issueof The Utah
Statesmanis dedicated
to RyanHannah,a
sophomoremajoring
in historyfrom,Malad,
Idaho.

Almanac
Today in History: On
the Hawaiian Islands,
a group of American
sugar planters under
Sanford Ballard Dole
overthrew Queen
Liliuokalani, the
Hawaiian monarch,
and established a
new provincial government with Dole
as president.

Weather
High: 32° Low:27°
Skies:Snowand
wind with an 80 percent chanceof precipitation.

Burner

tatesman

Flying McCoys • G&GMcCoy
02012~a'ldC;.ary~byl.JnMnal~

1,19

Thursday

Jan. 19

Deep End • tysoncole@aggiemail

Friday

Jan.20

,
♦

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at

utahStates

www.utahstatesman.co
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Cereal, Bars,
Smoothies or
FUN da-middles

18.5-19 oz. Asst.

Progresso
Soup

General Mini 10.8-16.2 OL
Cereal or 7 oz. Fiber One
Nature Valley Granola Bars
FUN da-middles 15.2-15

Wllh Coupon When You Buy 10

S1.69 Without

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Wh.,-.You8uyAny 10(TEN1

PLU#9182 •

PMtidpating 8olc:Tops for Education

Scan Down•

••

General Mills Products

,~1
Fresh Lemons

Panidpating Products: 14 oz.ChMrios.12 os. GokNn Grahams.
•
12.2.Soz.HOM)' Nut ChNrios. 11.J oz. MuttJ Grain or Punut Butt.r•
Cheitrios, 11 OLD\ib de l..cheO\Nriol, 1Uoa.FrostldToest
•
Ctvnch,.10.6oz.WholeGflllnTotal. 16.loz.ftberOna,6.7-8.toz.
•
Nahi,.. Valley Granola &ars. 5 m. Nut Clwlfl"l.6 or..GRnola llt,lns, •
5.34 OL Fib« One 90 Ctlorie Brown._ 4.1 ca. 90 Cak>rlt Bin. 7 •
oz.0Mwylus.L7S..10.50LChaMbr,,7-9.750LWKt,6-7.50L
e
augt.-.a-a.eoz.Gardlltto's. 15.2-15A oi.BettyCrocbr
Fun eta- •
mlddla,
e
18,S·lloLPn,saresso
Soups. 10-12 ct.Old Et Paso Shells. 8 ct- •

Juicy

Fresh Limes

:::utt,;~'!!'c.RJ·:~~-1
~T'Ol-";-~.,-:=,=~~~
•

•

EggSCl'ambles,.7.7-am.GrandslBiscuttSandwlcha

: ~-a.-1nen."-'9V1111.·Cioodonly•,..,..,,,......_Food--.
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